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1. Transnational meeting minutes

kick-off Meeting, October 22nd and 23rd, 2019

hosted by Haikara, written by Cheikh Ibra NDIAYE.
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I- Introduction:
The first transnational meeting (and kickoff meeting) to define the SILKC Path project took place at haikara
in Paris on the 22nd and 23rd of October 2019. The goal of this first meeting was to discuss the perimeter,
objectives and expectations of the project.

Event: Kick-off meeting

Date: October 22nd and 23rd

Venue: Haikara, 326 Rue Saint-Martin, 75003 Paris
Meeting room : 104 Boulevard de Sébastopol, 75003 Paris

__________________________________________________________________________

1- Were here the representatives of each partners.

Attendances Company/ Institution

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Cheikh Ibra NDIAYE Haikara

Marina PAOLANTI UNIVPM

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ OIC Poland

Yannick WARNIER BeezNest

2- Agenda:

october 22th, 2019

12pm – 12:30pm: Arrival and presentation of haikara

12:30pm – 1:00pm: Self-introduction of the consortium

1 pm – 1:45pm: Welcome lunch

1:45 pm – 2:45 pm: Reviewing the proposal taking into account the agency’s feedbacks

2:45 pm – 3:00 pm: Break

3:00pm – 4:30pm: First workshop: WP1 (schedule and outcomes)



4:30pm – 6:00pm: Second workshop: WP2 (schedule and outcomes)

7:30: Social dinner in a restaurant

october 23th, 2019

8:30am – 9:00am: Welcome breakfast and coffee

9:00am – 10:30am: Third workshop: WP3 (schedule and outcomes)

10:30 – 12:00pm: Fourth workshop: WP4 (schedule and outcomes)

12:00pm – 1:00pm: Lunch

1:00pm – 2:30 pm: Fifth workshop: WP5 (schedule and outcomes)

2:30pm – 4pm: Financial and administrative obligations and rules

4pm – 4:15pm: Break

4:15pm – 5pm: Conclusion and meeting closing

II- Details of the days:

1- Day 1: Tuesday,October 22nd 2019

Welcoming

Anna and Marina the polish and Italian partners were received at the office of Haikara by Phillipe and
Cheikh Ibra. They arrived around 12 o’clock. Then, we all moved to a coworking place where a meeting
room was booked for the event. Yannick joined the team afterwards.

Round Table and introduction of the participants  (12:30)

Philippe leading the meeting for haikara, invited the participants to take the floor and make an
introduction of themselves and their respectives companies or institutions. Philippe was the first to
speak of his company (services, story, staff, expertise for the project). Anna asked questions for further
information about technical matters. However, Philippe invited her to discuss those questions during the
meeting.

Yannick was the second participant to take the floor. He also did a slide based presentation of his
company (story, services, expertise for the project). He showed the positive ranking of Chamilo in the
major ranking/survey agencies on a global scale. At this point Anna asked other technical and economic
questions. She wanted to know if the platform was available in Polish and how they found money.
Yannick answered that the platform was partly translated in Polish but users could contribute to



complete the translation. He added, they don’t do commercial prospection but only provide paying
services to users who would ask for them.

After that, it was the turn of Anna, the representative of OIC, to speak. She started by apologizing for
the absence of the head of OIC who was, initially, expected at the meeting. She proposed a
presentation enriched with videoclips and maps about her city and its story. She invited us to discover
an academic and cosmopolitan city. Then she made a comprehensive picture of her organization putting
the light on the fact that they have no technical expertise but would be of help as far as European
project management and data collection is concerned.

The final speaker of the partners introduction session was Marina from Italy. She made a presentation
with screenshots and videos of some previous and current projects to present their expertise in the
domain of deep learning, machine learning, AR, VR and AI. She also presented tools they use to
analyse data and design algorithms to predict users behavior in many domains. (medicine, agriculture,
safety, marketing…)

Lunch 13: 45  to 14: 45

After the participants introduction session, the team took a break. A lunch package was ordered and all
the participants had lunch together in a convivial/ friendly atmosphere. That moment was the
opportunity for the participants to discuss further about their companies and get to know each other a
little more.

14: 45: Presentation of the Agency’s feedbacks on the application

Philippe presented the feedbacks from the European Agency on a slide. The feedbacks were divided
into two parts. On the first slide, it was about the positive elements and advantages of the project and
on the second one we could spot the drawbacks and risks for the project to be successful. He insisted in
the recognition of the project as a very/ and totally innovative one. The complementarity of the different
actors were also valued by the agency.
However, according to Philippe, the agency found some drawbacks on the project that will need to be
taken into account for the project to be successful. The project is very ambitious and a clear valorisation
strategy needs to emerge.

Presentation of the of the SILKC project

The part was also under the lead of Philippe who presented the spirit/core objectives and mechanism of
the project with a diagram. He explained that the key and primary element to launch the project would
be the collect of data from adults who are active in the labour market.
To this requirement, Yannick and Anna answered that wouldn’t be a big obstacle to find a large public,
however it was necessary to determine the criteria on which the selection would be based before
approaching the potential participants. All representatives of the partners agreed on the point.

Anna asked whether the full budget requested in the submission application was granted or if there any
cut from the agency. Philippe answered that the project was funded the amount of money they
requested. He added that they would need to sign subcontracts between partners. He precised that a
first part of the amount had already been received from the agency. He said that all the subcontracts will



be send to the partners the following week.

Presentation of the mechanism of the project

Philippe used a slide presentation for this session. The mechanism and the actors of the projects were
represented in a diagram with arrows showing the interactions between the actors and the different
levels/components of the project.

Anna asked a question about the use of the platform. Indeed, she wanted to know whether the platform
would contain learning materials or it would only recommend learning providers and redirect users to
external  courses. Yannick answered at this level, it would only redirect users. Philippe added that the
platform would use both formal and informal training paths to recommend courses.

Marina explained that the recommendations of the platform would be based on the similarities between
users. In fact, she said the platform would use the data provided and would recommend trainings to
people with similar profile than the successful ones in the database thanks to the use of an algorithm.

Yannick underlined the need to determine the hierarchy of skills and trainings. He referred to the
method they use with Chamilo consisting of “main skills” and “sub-skills”.

Reading and Discussion on the Work Packages

In this session WP1 et WP2 were successively read and discussed by the partners.

WP1

The session started with the reading of the WP1 by Yannick. The reading was discontinuous for he
would observed some pauses for each sub-part of the WP to allow the participants to make comments
and discuss important points and clarify some elements.

Thus, some questions and comments emerged. Anna asked what the expression  “pathway approach”
meant in the document. To that question the partners answered it was the intention to take into account
the training records, the informal learning and the professional experiences of the users.
Marina added that it is necessary to collect data about the maximum features possible from the
participants at the first place. She gave the examples of the following features: age, gender, education
background, work experiences. The partners agreed that the list should be extended afterwards.
The question of the number of categories of jobs that would be taken into account was raised. The
partners decided that 5 might be enough for the testing phase but the number might be reviewed if
necessary and accordingly to the quantity of data and the type of profiles available to feed the database.
Anna advocated for the “jobs of the future” to be privileged. To support her proposal she gave the
examples of medicine and IT related professions. She informed that OIC was going to check if there
was a european classification.

Yannick insisted on the need to first define the jobs and the features in order to propose a
standardisation for Belgium and Poland where the data would be collected.

Anna defended that it would be easier to deal with professions such as plumber than to deal with more
educational profession that are more regulated than the first category.
Anna also raised the issue of the questionnaires. She inquired who would design the questions



underlining the need for all partners to contribute. She also asked in what language the platform will be
released.
Philippe answered that SILKC would first be in the languages useful for testing the platform (polish,
french and maybe flemish).
Anna went on with questions related to the format of the data and their storage.
Marina said that the data can be in almost any format, UNIPVM will deal with it.

Anna asked what data the project needed from OIC and what they (OIC and Beeznest) needed to do
“right now”. Yannick was the one to answer. He said they needed to select the professions, talk the
responsibles, find the number of people who could provide data.

Anna drew the partners attention on the fact that the data they currently have concern  scopes of
competences. Yannick completed by asserting that it was a good start to have data about competences.
He said he needed two or three weeks to talk to the many people who could provide data.

Anna evoked the possibility to use LinkedIn to collect data. Yannick agreed it could, actually, be a great
data provider but the regulation is too rigid to do so.

Breaktime

After the reading and the discussion on the WP1 the partners went on a break from 17:00 to 17:20

WP2

The session starting with the reading of the WP2 by Yannick on behalf of Anna.

Anna asked if the platform and the questionnaires would be available in english and french only? She
justified her worries by the fact that she didn’t see any budget for the translation  of contents of the
questionnaires or the platform.

Philippe said that the partners should try to have the platform translated into the languages of all the
partners involved in the testing phase.

Yannick proposed to have “closed” questions in the questionnaires. In that way, there wouldn’t be a lot
of translation to do. It will also simplify the analysis of the answers.

On the point referring to the use of other tools like EPALE, Yannick declared it was necessary to
investigate what type of data it might provide.

Anna talked about GUIDEU, developed by OIC. She said it was a student oriented tool. She added that
she was not sure it would be relevant because the SILKC public wasn’t yet defined but only people with
work experiences were likely to be involved in the phase of data collecting.

Anna ,then, asked in what format the collected data would be. She proposed to use a template for a use
in all countries because, for replication, we would need the contribution of France and Italy.

On that remark, Philippe answered that OIC and BeezNest have to find the people to collect the data
needed for the testing phase, as they have access to the students and workers targeted.

Anna said it was okay for the time being and they would see how things would evolve at the long run.
She also worried it would be hard to collect data from the test groups after 2 or 3 years, the project
duration.



Philippe reminded that the most difficult part for the moment was to have the two groups of people: the
one that provides data for the algorithm and the one to test the platform.

Yannick added that they had to start talking to people/ define the data/ engage people. He believed that
the test users needed the institution to push and support them so it was important to obtain the
institutional support.

Anna asked the number of people that was needed to be involved in the collecting of data in order for
the database to be scientifically relevant.

Marina answered that it was necessary to define the features before we could know how many people
we need. However, she suggested that it was possible to start with data not related to specific jobs and
adjust further. The more data we collect, the more accurate the algorithm, she concluded.

End of the meeting and dinner

The meeting ended at 7 p.m and the partners went to a restaurant nearby the meeting room and shared
a friendly moment. It was the opportunity to discuss in a more informal atmosphere and consolidate the
team-building process.

2- Day 2: October 23rd 2019

Welcoming/ Breakfast

The second day started with a friendly moment of sharing french breakfast with all the partners.

WP3

The session started at 9:30 with the presentation of the schedule by Philippe who, then, read the WP in
a discontinuous way to allow the partners to make comments and discuss some points like the previous
day.

The first point to raise comments was the use of the words “viral” and “requirements” in the description.
The partners agreed that “massive” should replace “viral” et “expectations” would be used instead of
“requirements”.

It was decided that the duration of WP3 would be extend from 7 months to 10 months.

T3.3 will, now, start from Month 9 to Month 10.

T3.4 will start from Month 11 to Month 24.

The partners agreed that the collecting of the data could be carried while the platform would be
developed.



T3.2: Philippe asked the question to know if the data would be contained in the SILKC platform or
somewhere in a UNIPVM’s database.

Marina answered that the training of the algorithm required the data to be contained in the university
labs’ machine. When the training would be completed, then, the data should be integrated in the
platform. Yannick asked if the lab would provide other tools.
Marina affirmed that they would provide some other tools (like API or Web services) along with the
integration of the data.

T3.3: Philippe precised that he hadn’t met anyone from JEF up to that day.
Marina reassured that she knew them for they’d already worked together in some projects.
JEF will have to work on the user interface of the platform as a subcontractor on the project.

T3.4.4: Yannick proposed to move that section to T3.3 and all the partners agreed on that.
T3.4.5: The question was raised on how it would possible to enable the platform to analyse users
feedbacks using NLP. Marina explained that it was possible to satisfy that request thanks to “deep
learning”.
Philippe asked her to put the process into writing in the technical specifications and she accepted to do
so.

The discussion led to the redefinition of T1.3’s duration which is now covering the period from Month 3
to Month 33.
T3.5: Yannick proposed to extend the duration of this task from Month 24 to 25 and the partners agreed
on that.
Alongside, the following decisions were taken:
The beta version shall be available on M 20.
The questionnaires shall be delivered on  M 21.

WP4

That part was read by Anna.

T4.1.1: Anna estimated that OIC would need help from the other partners for the questionnaires. It was
also decided that the questionnaires would be more efficient if they were proposed online.

Concerning the SILKC platform, the partners agreed that it would be good to have a “popup” (or
lightwindow) with a short explanation about the recommendations given to the user in order to help him
understand them. Marina confirmed the possibility to add that explanation.

Anna raised the question about how the institutes/learning providers would be selected and what
learning providers should be recommended. It was also asked whether there were official
recommendations. The partners concluded that there is no such “official recommendations” on the
platform.

Following that, it was proposed to add a filter to help users find the relevant trainers/courses based on a
set of criteria.

T4.1.4: Yannick raised the question regarding the way people will be selected for the interviews. The
partners decided that they would be selected according to their use/behavior on the platform.

Anna proposed to have the questionnaires accessible on the platform because it would be difficult
(almost impossible) to have polish people answer to questionnaires after they’ve left the platform. She



also proposed to offer presents, promotion artifacts to have them engaged in the project in the long
term.

Anna also questioned the relevance of the results of the  project in France given that the test group are
Polish nationals and the data would be collected in Poland.
To that question Philippe answered that they will try to have it tested in France at a smaller scale.
Yannick however defended that it was not an issue anyway because they would be able to duplicate the
model in each country afterwards.

T4.2: On this point, it was proposed to interview the learning providers.
Yannick questioned the relevancy of that initiative.
The partners agreed that such interviews could help the learning providers to improve their trainings.

The partners also discussed a strategy to have the users come back to the platform.
They considered the possibility of having contents about the labour market and skill development
monitoring.
Philippe estimated that beyond users who are looking for a training to get a job, HR could also use the
platform to find accurate trainings for their employees.

WP5

Yannick signaled that Beeznest was not mentioned for the organisation of dissemination events. He
wanted to know whether it was an omission or they actually wouldn’t host any.
Anna answered that it was certainly a mistake because it was mentioned in the submission document
that Beeznest was given the budget for 50 participants for the meetings.

WP6

T6.2: The partners decided to publish one article on the project website per month.

It was agreed that the facebook account would be created by haikara and the management would be
shared among partners.

Haikara engaged itself to make proposal for a logo.

The partners agreed that they needed to identify the relevant target for the valorisation of the project.

Yannick declared they (Beeznest and OIC) could talk about the project to the people using their
respective platforms and promote it among them.

WP7

Yannick proposed to use “Redmine”, a collaborative tool to handle the planning. The partners found the
idea relevant. However, they added that GoogleDrive should be used in order to share documents.
Philippe asked the partners to send him their Gmail addresses later on.

Philippe, then, invited the partners to have a web-conference as soon as possible.
Anna said she will be available on november 8th from 10 a.m to 12 a.m.



Philippe also said that the partners could change the dates of the meeting if they needed to. However,
the next transnational meeting in Poland is planned on 21st and 22nd of April 2020.

T7.3: Philippe insisted on the importance for all the partners to provide reports to the coordinator every
six-months.

The partners agreed that they should provide timesheets more or less before every transnational
meetings.

III- End of the meeting:

Signing of the certificates of attendance

At 3 p.m the overview of the work packages was completed and the partners signed the certificate of
attendance. However, the discussion went on in a rather informal way.



Ancona Transnational Meeting (2nd)
6-7/12/2021

Participants
- Marina Paolanti, UNIVPM [MP below]
- Rocco Pietrini, UNIVPM [RP below]
- Anna Bartosiewicz, OIC Poland Foundation [AB below]
- Marta Harasiuk, OIC Poland Foundation [MH below]
- Philippe Raymond, Haikara [PR below]
- Yannick Warnier, BeezNest [YW below]
- Primo Zingaretti, co-director of the RAI unit, UNIVPM [PZ below]
- Marco Mameli, UNIVPM, participating remotely (Google meet) [MM below]

This report is written by YW

The agenda to this meeting had been sent in mid-November to the partners and is available here:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15ArMjM61kv8diH0fo0riJFKLc3xG6lCf/edit

Effective schedule

10:30: Introduction to the university by the host, Marina Paolanti
10:40: Introduction to the project original design, by PR
11:00: Demo of the current application state by YW
12:20: Lunch break
14:00: UNIVPM presentation of ML algo challenges
16:30: OIC presentation of objectives of WP4

Meeting report

Intro by PR
PR reminds participants of the project’s overall objectives and the initial schema for the application design.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/15ArMjM61kv8diH0fo0riJFKLc3xG6lCf/edit


Application demo by YW
YW goes through the current application and shows the different sections as administrator, institution, final
user and employer. In particular, we focus on the data already registered and the actions available to each
role.
AB asks questions related to the responsibility for the remaining month of the project, as there are
currently several items that require a review by some moderator (the admin) before getting enabled on the
platform. YW mentions these validations could be removed for the testing period.
We agree that separate portals should be enabled:

- one for testing/validation with test users
- one for demos (with fake data)
- one for production (available publicly)
- possibly another one for development (Haikara team)

Presentation of progress on ML Algorithm by UNIVPM
We go through a series of questions from or to the ML team:

- YW confirms trainings are better if they include more skills
- YW confirms that the list of skills is fixed (yes, it comes from ESCO so for the duration of the

project it will be stable)
- RP goes through the database structure, asking for more details on each item. They used the wiki

documentation but some questions remain.
- Questions from YW

- Inputs planned for the ML algorithm and expected output
- YW: we need a list of web services you would need to query with, for example, a list

of JSON formats you expect.
- Web Services development progress to query the data

- No progress so far (the team only analyzed recently the data provided)
- What data can be cleverly added/updated during beta phase?

- It is useful to collect additional data, preferably with a timestamp, so we can later on
filter them down by when they were introduced

- Usefulness of double implementation: testing/stable ?
- It might be useful to have a separate system (as mentioned in the previous section)

- Impact of additional data input on ML algorithm ?
- Too early to say but more data is better and the initial data could always be removed

later on if
- Installation process for ML algo in dev/stable phases

- Yes, MM and RP will provide the code and documentation to install and train the
algorithm, with an initial implementation answering on the command line, to avoid
the web services development overhead.

- Discussions with UniVPM (PZ, RP) and OIC (AB) about the reliability of the data and how we
should collect it

- PZ to YW: Is it possible to generate fake but realistic data? YW: maybe a variation of
training and profiles could be generated from the available data, yes.

- PZ: not sure yet on how much information is needed (YW: MM initially said 500 records for
the 3 occupations analyzed)

- YW to OIC: Not necessary to check the validity of the data from the initial import process,
as we are not sure this is the right data (the survey was defined before the application was
developed, so the required data is different now)



- Detailing important information required for the ML algo
- Training (training_session is unused for now, so can be ignored)

- id
- occupation_id
- latitude
- longitude
- price
- currency
- start_at
- end_at
- is_online (autonomous online learning)
- is_online_monitored (non-autonomous online learning)
- is_presential (in person / face to face)
- duration_time_to_seconds (integer)
- language (‘en’, ‘fr’, ‘pl’ or ‘it’)
- feedback score: calculated on the basis of all training_feedback.mark (from 0 to 5).

- User
- id
- date_of_birth (year - date format but just year)
- address (we should convert it to latitude/longitude in the web service)
- up_to_distance (integer number of km)
- professional_experience (integer year)
- training_score { list of training id + score from training_feedback }
- previous_occupations { list of occupation_id from user_occupation where

is_previous = 1 }
- current_occupations { list of occupation_id from user_occupation where is_current =

1 }
- desired_occupations { list of occupation_id from user_occupation where is_desired

= 1 }
- occupation_searches { list of occupation_id from user_search where occupation_id

is not null }
- skill_searches { list of skill_id from user_search where skill_id is not null }
- skills { list of skill_id from user_skill where is_selected is null }
- skills_self_selected { list of skill_id from user_skill where is_seleted is not null }
- training_followed { list of training_id from user_training }

- A query to Machine Learning algorithm should send (as parameters for the search)
- skills searched for
- location of the user
- price range
- currency (related to price)
- language of the user (to be preferred in training offers)

WP4 project assessment (by AB)

- Evaluation questionnaire:
- Platform functionalities

- Recommendation algorithm -> would only work with the 3 occupations we have and
within documented limits -> we would generate fake training data -> system must be
ready by the end of January (options: recommend other careers and training to
show the missing skills)

- Statistical tool -> pending (we don’t have statistical tool for now)
- Gamification ❌



- Open Badges ❌
- Ergonomics (already seen in user experience)
- Natural language processing ❌
- Adding: ask if they would like to get e-mail job opportunities and if they would add

another feature
- User experience

- Visual identity
- Ergonomics - platform suitability for the users’ needs
- ease of use
- gamification ❌

- What is the profile of the testers -> anyone, ask them to fill real data
- Is the test only run in Poland -> yes
- How many tester should be involved -> min 20 by country (Belgium and Poland)
- Which functionalities apply to our platform -> already discussed (registration + search)

- Interviews
- can be help for all testers as only a low number

- Statistical analysis of the platform use (to institutions and companies)
- Info in T.4.2

- relevance of the platform in RRHH (finding available talent) and policy making (job
offers + skills most requested)

- WILL REVIEW IN NEXT TRANSNATIONAL MEETING
- Optimization of the platform based on user feedback

Possible schedule:
- December: Haikara to share the platform content translation file
- January: have the platform ready in Polish, including skills + 2 new features (learning pathways

and career enhancement). OIC will prepare the surveys in English and Polish
- February - March: organize testing groups and collect feedback and translate feedback
- Sometime in the process (around March): interview companies and training providers about their

potential interest in using the platform in all the countries. Targeted 10 stakeholders: 5 companies
+ 5 training providers. The questionnaire will be prepared by OIC Poland and distributed to the
partners to gather the feedbacks

- April: combine all the results (Recommendation report)
- May-June: Platform optimization
- June: Organize the launch of the platform (v1)
- July-August: organize a conference to show the results

T4.2 Analysis of outcome for the stakeholders (will come back to it in next Transnational meeting) -
objective: 10 companies per country (~March or April 2022)

T4.3 Performing technical and functional optimizations towards released of the V1 of the platform
● D4.2 tasks about enhancement of career and learning pathways:

○ enhancement of careers: provide recommendations on possible occupations where you
have less missing skills

○ learning pathways: add a button to check for trainings for the missing skills to get to the
dream job (skills not included in the present training recommendation)

Day 2
Participants

- Marina
- Alicia



- Emanuele Frontoni (EF below)
- Marta
- Anna
- Philippe
- Yannick
- Marco (remote)
- Rocco (remote)

Day 1 debriefing by PR
- Portal has to be ready by the end of January for OIC to test it
- We should probably have had a prototype earlier in the project as it seems to have improved

everyone’s understanding

Expectations about AI (schedule) by PR/YW
- To UniVPM: you have the dataset, are you clear what data you can work on?
- MM: At the moment we have all the info we need, if not we will write to the group next week
- PR: would it be possible to meet every week until the end of January? Marco says complicated to

set a time. Marco: available friday am/pm or tuesday pm. YW will send a Doodle or shared
spreadsheet to confirm schedules

- YW explains what we need: a web service providing the training recommendations. YW will send
more details of what the service has to do.

- MM: we can first provide a set of instructions to train and get results from the algorithm in a JSON
format (either on the prompt or in a file)

- PR: when? MM: before holidays (23/12/2021)
- YW asks to measure improvements of quality of recommendation over time. MM suggests using

distance from a centroid in each cluster of data
- MP, MM and EF explain things about the ML algorithm.
- EF goes deeper into the explanation of clustering and how we should improve the algorithm over

time. Draws 2D (2 features) diagrams of how data can be grouped in clusters, how there can be
outliers and how clustering can improve predictions (or worsen them). At the beginning, if many
skills are not going to be covered, we should avoid taking them into account, so they don’t make
the algo more complex unnecessarily. They can be added over time to form more clusters. (Note
by YW:) The current application and data structure seem to be very well suited to have as many
clusters as there are occupations.

Expectations about SILKC as an Open Source project by YW
- YW explains what an Open Source project is, why it is important for the European Commission

(using references from the latest report on the benefits of Open Source for the European Union,
published in September 2021) and notes the important elements to be documented.

- AB: Documentation for users? Process before testing in early January !
- AB: will test e-mails sending and the rest of the application soon, to make sure that it all works prior

to users testing



View on deliverables
- PR presents the “WP Overview” document
- PR reminds that the logo of the project and the footer of the EU (see WP2_D2.1 with less blurry

version) must be on the first page of each document
- PR: dissemination: Social network -> we did nothing

- AB: don’t use twitter but website and linkedin. Can add project to the corporate website
- YW: We published a few articles and posted on Twitter, but not a lot of impact. Where do

we report those? PR: D6.2

The meeting ends with a group picture just before 4.00pm



International Meeting (3rd) in Belgium, March the
28-29th, 2022

hosted in Nivelles, Belgium, written by Yannick WARNIER
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held in Nivelles, Belgium (The Gate
rented meeting room).

Event: International meeting

Date: See title

Venue: The Gate, Nivelles, Belgium

__________________________________________________________________________



Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ (AB), Marta HARASIUK (MH) - OIC

Emanuele BALLONI (EB), Laura DELLA SCIUCCA (LDS) - UniVPM
(Monday 28th of March, *online*)

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the testing procedure for the SILKC application.

Day 1
09:30: Welcome and meeting objectives
10:00: Demo of the current state of the platform + collection of comments/suggestions
12:30: Lunch break
14:00: Reviewing testing procedures
17:00: End of meeting for the day

Day 2:
09:30: Individual revision of the application
10:00: Sharing of observations
11:00: Correction of Polish terms
12:00: Lunch break
13:30: Meeting conclusions

Meeting details
● Meeting starts with words by introduction of all participants. EB and LDS are PhD students from

UniVPM
● we review the application in English as user/institution/recruiter and spot a few bugs (data import

for Polish doesn’t say face to face, distance filters do not seem to work for Brussels vs Namur)
● new template for survey based on the interface and update with ESCO skills
● OIC will update list of previous trainings just registering the new ones with the new survey
● reviewing the testing procedure v2 and updating

○ the homepage should probably include a infographic of the procedure



○ we should add GDPR terms to the application
○ “wishlist” instead of “I’m interested in this training”. Thumbs up/down is about the search

result (so related to the occupation/skill searched for). Ranking issue when training not
saved first.

● we extend the test procedures (grid and post-survey) to include institutions and recruiters. OIC will
finalize the documents in a v3 in April

● we agree that testing by partners with final users will be delayed to May 2022 (application not
ready, ML algorithm not integrated yet)

● 2nd day
● Individual testing of the application in English & French + notes (see below) on bugs and possible

improvements
● sharing session
● Haikara will treat the reports to improve the application (before testing by end users in May)
● We have no guarantee that the ML algorithm will be ready before the end users testing. An

alternative is to use the procedural matching algorithm developed by Haikara.
● Multiplier events:

○ Haikara has one in May
○ BeezNest has one in June
○ OIC not planned (around June-July?) (AB mentions full registry (name, institution, address

of institution, signature) have to be reported in Poland)
● Still a few articles planned
● Remaining translational meetings: Poland (and other that will be abandoned)

○ 20-21/6
○ 23-24/6
○ 27-28/6
○ 28-29/7

● We still have interviews with stakeholders pending the platform being ready:
○ collection of feedback, potential use of the platform by real institutions
○ 5 training providers + 5 companies per partner
○ decide on type of feedback (probably individual online meetings for BeezNest) we want to

collect and design a template
● Project documentation to be handed out in August (all documentation for the final report)



Appendix

Individual testing observations
AB:
used Firefox

- add contact us section on the platform
Training institution:

- For completing training data, add info before the text box: Name of the training
- Training location (for the map), if applies because later the training may be just virtual (map at the

end?)
- What is this information and link? (This field is markdown compliant : www.markdownguide.org)
- Required skills for the training - maybe add an option “no previous skills required” or something

similar
- black indication, the data provided is not saved, hours should be removed

- make it more intuitive for training institutions. When training dates expire, the training should be
disabled automatically. That's why we provide the dates of the training.  Then the training institution
will not have to monitor each training to keep it updated. Maybe also the button to reactive the
same training just with small updates e.g. on the dates could be useful

- there is no button to “view” and “delete” the training, only edit and clone
- it would be nice if a training institution could receive some feedback on e.g. how many people on

the platform are interested in the training
- maybe also an option on schedule a training for the upcoming ones (or show calendar with

scheduled trainings)
- is “Search history” applicable for this specific account, since I cannot search anything as

institutions only add training. There could be a history to report on my activity on the account in
case I delete/ add/ change something

https://www.markdownguide.org/basic-syntax/
http://www.markdownguide.org


User account:
- no information on GDPR policy on the platform
- “I’m open to a position” - specify which position “job offer” if so add some *... and explanation what

is the purpose
- what if my previous job is not available on the list, I wanted to insert “project assistant” but there

are no results found and I cannot add it either manually -> add explanation saying that we limit
ourselves to the ESCO list of occupation + link to ESCO

- I clicked on + button without inserting any value and it got stuck
- no refresh the page button in case it gets stuck
- to avoid user’s frustration - please add some note that in case you cannot find the occupation,

please refer to the ESCO list of occupations (see above)
- it is not possible to add training institution if it doesn’t appear on the dropdown list. Error display



- if not the entire profile of training is completed and I click on save, a website is displayed

- every time I update something on jobs, training or skills I’ve this notification “updated data” that
stays, maybe it should be removed once changes are saved

- when clicking on remove button, it directly removes the item. Maybe it is a safer option to double
check if a person wants to remove something from the profile so as to avoid removing items by
accident

- maybe we could differentiate the training tabs and add a separate tab “Training wishlist”. It would
be more clean on the website

- the “top” button at the bottom of the page is not working

Recruiter:



- salary - monthly, yearly?
- “calculate the number of affected user” - might not be clear for a user, maybe some pop-up window

with few words of explanation on what it is could be useful
- again no view or delete button when the vacancies are displayed (add icons in the short view in the

list of vacancies to disable/delete)
- maybe some indication of time till when the position is opened by an employer would be a nice

addition

MH:
- INSTITUTION
- What if the training is asynchronous online? There is no start and end date. Maybe we can add the

option of asynchronous course
- after saving the training, there is no option “is certified”
- USER
- When I want to complete the training I followed in the last 5 years, the training must be already

added/registered by the institution to the platform? I cannot type e.g. “Social care worker” because
there is no such training there. If I add this training as a user, an error appears

- I can rate the training I have not yet followed - in the section about trainings I’m interested
in

- RECRUITER
- There is no box with profile completion
- Is it safe that the password can be, e.g. just a dot “.”?
-

PR:
- testing order: Institution/User/Recruiter (French version)
- “Profile completion” is not translated in french
- A quoi sert la distance indiquée dans le profil user ? (est-ce que c’est la distance pour une

recherche d’emploi ?)



- Revoir placement saisie “autres compétences” dans onglet “compétences” user, chevauchement
texte/champ

- Si je clique sur “Accueil” dans le footer je repasse en anglais
- ============
- Institution:
- Si je passe à l’onglet “formations” et que je reviens à “information” l’affichage de la carte change
- (Ce champ est conforme à la démarque : www.markdownguide.org) à ouvrir dans un autre onglet
- La carte n’apparait pas dans la liste des formations quand on déploie la formation
- Autoriser la suppression ou la mise en veille des formations
- Dans le fil d’Ariane écrire “Formations” au pluriel
- show what is mandatory in the forms
- ============
-

YW:
- Institution, English:

- When logging in, go to “Trainings” immediately
- Add an invitation message “You do not have a training registered, please consider

registering one by clicking the button below.”
- Introduction to training creation form: “Please complete as much information as possible on

your training. This information will be treated to give better recommendations to users. In
the skills section on the right, indicate the related occupation, then select the skills that your
training will *really* allow the learner to acquire. Providing erroneous information can have
a serious negative impact on the learner’s career.”

- Training registration: I’m allowed to set an end date earlier than the start date
- The institution *could* have a button showing the number of people missing all those skills

and wanting a dream job that requires all of them
- Final user, English:

- Profile is 100% complete when I register a location and a year of birth. It would be better if it
was less than 100% if I haven’t completed at least one previous/current job and a dream
job…

- Recruiter, English:
- In the confirmation email, the signature says “TEAM SILKC”. Should be “SILKC team” (in

general, the use of “SILKC” is relatively inconsistent around the platform)
- On login, I don’t get into any tab. It should load the “Vacancies” tab.
- In the list of vacancies, the details of a vacancy doesn’t show the location nor the dates, nor

whether the vacancy is available or not.
- Label “Clone this position” not in translation file
- Show the demand for each skill next to it ? (based on dream job skills or recent searches)

https://www.markdownguide.org/basic-syntax/


International Meeting in Poland, June the 27-28th,
2022

hosted in Lublin, Poland, written by Yannick WARNIER
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held in OIC offices in Lublin,
Poland.

Event: International meeting

Date: See title

Venue: OIC offices, Lublin, Poland.

__________________________________________________________________________

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18sOWMOOTArQ91LOSbxxQ7JaeIoBepbeHqvhOVdW2xRw/edit#heading=h.hltcnaon6lw6
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18sOWMOOTArQ91LOSbxxQ7JaeIoBepbeHqvhOVdW2xRw/edit#heading=h.hltcnaon6lw6
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18sOWMOOTArQ91LOSbxxQ7JaeIoBepbeHqvhOVdW2xRw/edit#heading=h.37it1r6ob2dz
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18sOWMOOTArQ91LOSbxxQ7JaeIoBepbeHqvhOVdW2xRw/edit#heading=h.37it1r6ob2dz


Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ (AB), Marta HARASIUK (MH), Ewelina
Iwanek (EI)  - OIC

Michele BERNARDINI (MB) - UniVPM

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress on the Machine Learning algorithm front and results of the testing
procedure for the SILKC application.
See the agenda document for details on the agenda.

Meeting details
● Just before the meeting started (in the morning), UNIVPM informed the host (OIC) that the planned

person to participate in the meeting would be replaced by Michele BERNARDINI (MB). Others
were made aware of this when starting the meeting.

● MB was introduced very briefly (a few minutes) to the project by Marco MAMELI (MM) (also
UniVPM) the day before (Sunday). MB makes a quick introduction that he is not able to discuss the
project progress and that he is only there to receive our feedback and transmit it to UNIVPM.

● The agenda had a 2h30 topic on Machine Learning for the first day, which is thus immediately
canceled.

● YW takes the opportunity to explain to MB the issues the other project partners are facing due to
the UNIVPM being late on every aspect of the ML algorithm:

○ Testing could not be properly setup with a complete algorithm until now and time is limited
to proceed to a new wave of testing

○ The algorithm itself is not working despite reports to MM over the last few weeks
○ Work being done on the ML algorithm seems very scarce, even from a software developer

standpoint (YW is also a professional software developer in charge of technically and
logistically reviewing software developed by others)

○ The ML algorithm requirements have been established by Haikara and BeezNest because
of a lack of participation by UniVPM, and now MM is informing that the data structure is not
adequate (should have been reported a year ago at least and UNIVPM had all the required



accesses to do so)
○ The ML algorithm requirements were minimized because UniVPM was not progressing.

Now they are still behind what was expected for the project (and exposed to all partners in
September 2019)

○ Other partners feel like UniVPM is letting them down in the project, mostly through a lack of
resources

● MB contacts MM through Google Meet to arrange a participation and discuss why the algorithm is
still not working. After a few minutes, MM explains there has been an issue with the latest changes
he has sent to the common working repository as files are different on his side. With the changes
mentioned, the minimal algorithm now works, which is a great progress in comparison with 2
weeks ago, but still not offering all the elements needed (at this point it *only* takes into account
the number of people who followed a training in the past and the skills they acquired, while it
should also include taking into account - in the future - the skills users have had prior to the
training, the skills they have in common with the person searching, their past and current career,
their goal, their age, their location and a series of other elements).

● EI explains that it is very important that each partner contributes as planned as this can ultimately
affect the success of the project and, as such, the participation of the EU in project funding

● MB indicates he will transmit these remarks to UniVPM.
● Partners agree that some progress should still be made on the ML algorithm before the end of the

project.
● We move (in advance) to the next topic in the agenda: testing results of the application by OIC.
● MH presents the results obtained by testing the application on a population of 20 people (mostly

students). She mentions great difficulty in reaching testers at the period where the application was
finally ready for testing (mostly because of hopes that the ML algorithm would be complete by then,
which delayed the testing phase). The test was organized in early June, when most students were
taking exams.

● Results were globally very positive. A few observations (available in the testing report document)
will help improve slightly the application, but in general a large majority of people understood it and
could use it as expected.

● The meeting is adjourned for the day
● Early Tuesday, we start discussing the preparation of the deliverables for the end of the project.

Despite the ML algorithm not being complete as initially defined, the application can use what
limited algorithm there is now and still be functional, so all deliverables can be prepared over the
next few weeks.

● BeezNest will take deliverables 3.1 an 3.2 in charge, and will ask UniVPM for details regarding the
ML algorithm.

● For D1.3, we will explain what was on our mind regarding pathways, and D4.2 will explain why we
discarded it after reflecting on that.

● BeezNest will mark the current version as “release candidate”, as it is ready for that stage. It will
also add the functional and technical improvements, then leave the rest to OIC to complete.

● For D4.3, partners will still have to survey 5 companies to show them the platform and ask them for
potential use by companies and training institutions in Belgium. The questionnaire will be prepared
by OIC over the next few days.

● D4.4 is almost ready, we just need to explain it
● D5.1 will be assigned to UniVPM
● There is still one last article (regarding spreading of information about the project) to be written by

each partner.
● BeezNest and Haikara will review and/or complete the 7 first deliverables by the 13/7
● BeezNest will work on D3 & D4 by end of July (except 4.2 which requires more survey results).

Haikara will review in August.



● All partners will review all documents by the end of August
● YW will add references to the videos already recorded regarding the use of the application to D3.3

+ references to the questionnaires filled internally by the partners (in folder WP3->Partners
platform tests)



Minutes

WP 1 Meeting, November 8th, 2019

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.

Index:

Introduction 2

Introduction
The first meeting around WP1 was held through skype 2 weeks after the kick-off meeting to
check on first progress and establish better the details of what has to be done in WP1 (and as it
happens WP2 which shares some of the timeline objectives).

Event: 1st WP1
meeting

Date: November 8th

Venue: Skype

__________________________________________________________________________



Were present, the representatives of the
following partners.

Attendances Company/ Institution

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ OIC Poland

Ms Ewelina OIC Poland

Yannick WARNIER BeezNest

Agenda

November 8th, 2019

10:00am: Introduction

10:15am: Progress report

10:30am: Discussion about deliverables

Meeting details
Yannick starts by ensuring all active participants to Work Program 1 are present.
Yannick goes on to go through the high-level goals of WP1. Philippe mentions the diagram recently shared
in the shared folder on Google Drive, which illustrates the two user groups we are looking to define in
WP1.
Yannick then moves on to mention a pair of contacts made informally about the project: with Encora in
Belgium (Dutch-speaking institution) and with Grenoble University (France), plus a possible connexion
with FOREM and Open Recognition.
Ewelina calls the attention of the group to the deliverables/output indicated in the application form, which
are the ones that should be followed. Philippe explains that for the 2 previous projects (also held with the
French agency) the deliverables were based on the Work Programme. In any case, Yannick mentions the
deliverables are the same (if not exactly named the same) and have similar schedules. Ewelina doesn’t
seem convinced but agrees to follow the WP as Haikara is the leader on this project and the project is to
be handed to the French agency.



End of Meeting and to-dos
Based on the discussion about outpus, the participants agree to meet again on the 25th of November
2019 for a quick progress check.
Yannick indicates BeezNest will finish a full proposal for the invitation e-mail and will send it to the project
partners on Wednesday 13th of November 2019. He also confirms he will setup a project space in
BeezNest’s management tool, Redmine, by the end of the next week (max 17th of November) and invite
the other project partners to connect.

WP 1 Meeting n°2, November 28th, 2019

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.

Index:

Introduction 2

Introduction
The second meeting around WP1 was held through skype roughly 5 weeks after the kick-off
meeting to check on progress and establish better the details of what has to be done in WP1
(and as it happens WP2 which shares some of the timeline objectives).



Event: 2nd WP1
meeting

Date: November 28th

Venue: Skype

__________________________________________________________________________

Were present, the representatives of the
following partners.

Attendances Company/ Institution

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ OIC Poland

Ms Ewelina OIC Poland

Yannick WARNIER BeezNest

Agenda

November 28th, 2019

12:00pm: Registration and introduction

12:15pm: Presentation of project management tool

12:30pm: Review on progress made

12:45pm: Planning for next weeks & next meeting



Meeting details
The meeting was initially scheduled for the 25th of November but was postponed to the 28th due to health
issue for one of OIC members. Philippe took the opportunity to discuss with Yannick about the data to be
collected through the users survey. Results here:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LEYbxsFHy0uTdwtS1RZDh22H95awSLGsPKaz0tJuG5s/edit#gi
d=0

PM tool: Yannick started presenting the possible project management tool and ensuring everyone had
received access. An issue with e-mails between BeezNest and OIC is noted and Yannick will check on
that.
After presenting the tool with already the issues registered and scheduled, it is agreed that this is an
optional tool for now, meant to help communicating progress, but that the official location for documents
storage will be the shared Google Drive folder as was the case initially.

E-mail: Yannick confirms the feedback received will be translated into a new, slightly reformatted e-mail,
that will be sent by following Monday at the latest.

User survey - form fields: Yannick presents the form Philippe (Haikara) and him (BeezNest) have been
working on until now. Adjustments are suggested by OIC to register the city of the training and whether it
was a certifying training or not, but overall the form is accepted.

End of Meeting and to-dos
A new meeting is scheduled for the 19th of November at midday, which will discuss:
- the survey
- organizations / stakeholders contacted
- review of e-mail + follow-up e-mail with invitation
- review of website

Yannick (BeezNest) will review the e-mail and send it by Monday.
Yannick (BeezNest) and OIC will send a description of their company to Philippe (Haikara) soon.
Philippe (Haikara) will then update the website and provide a URL to check it. Feedback appreciated on
the logo.
Yannick (BeezNest) will draft the survey in English on a quick Chamilo setup.
Yannick (BeezNest) will draft a follow-up e-mail to send the survey (when the survey is ready).

WP 1 Meeting n°3, December 19th, 2019

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LEYbxsFHy0uTdwtS1RZDh22H95awSLGsPKaz0tJuG5s/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LEYbxsFHy0uTdwtS1RZDh22H95awSLGsPKaz0tJuG5s/edit#gid=0


hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
The third meeting around WP1 was held through skype roughly 8 weeks after the kick-off
meeting to check on progress in WP1 (and as it happens WP2 which shares some of the timeline
objectives).

Event: 3rd WP1
meeting

Date: December 19th

Venue: Skype

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xpo9ON1VnJ9qRMudkMd01PF97Fzh0WX6QDmCRGBn-QQ/edit#heading=h.vo2wyxxj5yyt
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xpo9ON1VnJ9qRMudkMd01PF97Fzh0WX6QDmCRGBn-QQ/edit#heading=h.vo2wyxxj5yyt


__________________________________________________________________________

Were present, the representatives of the
following partners.

Attendances Company/ Institution

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ OIC Poland

Yannick WARNIER BeezNest

Agenda

December 19th, 2019

12:00pm: Registration and introduction

12:05pm: Feedback on e-mail

12:20pm: Presentation of English survey

12:40pm: Presentation of list of contacts from
Chamilo

12:50pm: Planning for next weeks & next meeting

Meeting details

Review of previous to-dos
Yannick (BeezNest) will review the e-mail and send it by Monday.
Yannick (BeezNest) and OIC will send a description of their company to Philippe (Haikara) soon.
Philippe (Haikara) will then update the website and provide a URL to check it. Feedback appreciated on
the logo.
Yannick (BeezNest) will draft the survey in English on a quick Chamilo setup.
Yannick (BeezNest) will draft a follow-up e-mail to send the survey (when the survey is ready).



WP 1 Meeting n°4, December 30th, 2019

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
The fourth meeting around WP1 was held through skype roughly 10 weeks after the kick-off
meeting to check on progress in WP1 (and as it happens WP2 which shares some of the timeline
objectives).



Event: 4th WP1
meeting

Date: December 30th

Venue: Skype

__________________________________________________________________________

Were present, the representatives of the
following partners.

Attendances Company/ Institution

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ OIC Poland

Yannick WARNIER BeezNest

Agenda

December 30th, 2019

12:00pm: Update on meeting on 19/12/2019

12:30pm: Planning for next meeting

Meeting details
Not much was discussed in the meeting because there was not much progress to be reported. BeezNest
has finished the survey in English (and is translating to French) and is expecting Haikara to define a
subdomain (survey.silkc-project.website) in order to make the survey available for translation to Polish.
OIC could not progress because last week was a holiday.

Review of previous to-dos
Yannick (BeezNest) will review the e-mail and send it by Monday.



Yannick (BeezNest) and OIC have sent a description of their company to Philippe (Haikara).
Philippe (Haikara) has updated the website and has provided a URL to check it. Feedback has not been
provided on the logo.
Yannick (BeezNest) has now designed the survey in English on a quick Chamilo setup.
Yannick (BeezNest) has sent a follow-up e-mail for the survey invitation.

End of Meeting and to-dos
Redirect survey.silkc-project.website to the survey site (Haikara)
Translate the survey to Polish (OIC)
Translate the survey to French (BeezNest)
Configure the survey portal to send invitation e-mails
Send the survey invitation to the intended population

Next meeting
The next meeting is planned for 20/01/2020 at 12:00pm.

WP 1 Meeting n°5, January 20th, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
The fourth meeting around WP1 was held through skype roughly 10 weeks after the kick-off
meeting to check on progress in WP1 (and as it happens WP2 which shares some of the timeline
objectives).

Event: 5th WP1
meeting

Date: January 20th, 2020

Venue: Skype

__________________________________________________________________________

Were present, the representatives of the
following partners.

Attendances Company/ Institution

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ OIC Poland

Yannick WARNIER BeezNest

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara



Agenda

January 20th, 2020

12:00pm: Update on meeting on 30/12/2019

12:30pm: Planning for next meeting

Meeting details
Review of survey platform and existing surveys
Review of progress from last to-do list
A few new points are mentioned:

- OIC: The survey should allow users to give contact details if they want to
- BeezNest: we need to set some kind of GDPR message explaining what will be done with the data
- OIC: we need to limit the number of skills we will analyse before sending the survey to a larger

population (we agree on sending it to a few organizations first, then filter the results into a short list
of skills we’re interested in, then edit the survey introduction message to specify the list and avoid
useless answers)

Setting priorities and tasks list for next meeting (14/2 at 9:00am)

Review of previous to-dos
Redirect survey.silkc-project.website to the survey site (Haikara) DONE
Translate the survey to Polish (OIC) IN PROGRESS
Translate the survey to French (BeezNest) DONE
Configure the survey portal to send invitation e-mails IN REVIEW (by BeezNest)
Send the survey invitation to the intended population PENDING

End of Meeting and to-dos
Translate the survey to Polish (OIC)
Checking the e-mail process (BeezNest)
GDPR notice (BeezNest - OIC)
Sending to limited list of organizations the last week of January (BeezNest - OIC)
Decide on skills, update survey intro message (BeezNest - OIC - Haikara)
Sending of invitations to larger groups to complete survey (BeezNest - OIC) (1st or 2nd February)
Analyse first results  (BeezNest - OIC - Haikara - UniVPM)



Next meeting
The next meeting is planned for 20/01/2020 at 12:00pm.

WP 1 Meeting n°6, February 14th, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
The fourth meeting around WP1 was held through skype roughly 10 weeks after the kick-off
meeting to check on progress in WP1 (and as it happens WP2 which shares some of the timeline
objectives).

Event: 6th WP1
meeting

Date: February 14th, 2020

Venue: Skype

__________________________________________________________________________

Were present, the representatives of the
following partners.

Attendances Company/ Institution

Yannick WARNIER BeezNest

Absent

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Agenda

February 14th, 2020

12:00pm: Update on meeting on 20/01/2020

12:30pm: Planning for next meeting



Meeting details
Nobody came to the meeting.

The issue at the moment is mostly getting answers from users. A few days didn’t give any result with 3415
invitations sent. The possibility was mentioned in the first e-mail to add a “tablet” prize or something like
that to get more answers.
Invitations have only been sent in French so far, and only this week.

Review of previous to-dos
Translate the survey to Polish (OIC) DONE
Configure the survey portal to send invitation e-mails DONE
Send the survey invitation to the intended population DONE for french
Write GDPR text DONE English & French
Send survey to first public DONE (3415 invitees - no answers)
Obtain results PENDING

End of Meeting and to-dos
Translation of GDPR terms to Polish

Could not be set (no other participant)

Next meeting
Could not be set (no other participant)

WP 1 Meeting n°7, March 4th, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
The seventh meeting around WP1 was held through skype and was focused on the first results of
the survey, new methods of invitations, widening the scope and

Event: 7th WP1
meeting

Date: March 4th, 2020

Venue: Skype

__________________________________________________________________________



Were present, the representatives of the
following partners.

Attendances Company/ Institution

Yannick WARNIER BeezNest

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ OIC Poland

Ewelina IWANK OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Agenda
March 4th 2020

10:00am: Update on meeting on 14/02/2020

10:15am: Discussing survey results

11:00pm: Planning for next meeting

Meeting details
- Yannick goes through the current answers from French invitees and the invitation process and

what could be improved (prize in Amazon coupons): 14 answers but only 8 complete.
- Anna says face to face meetings collected 30 + 30 answers (from Word export) (66 in total through

2 events). These will be input manually online.
- Ewelina and Anna report changes in the survey questions to make more sense for Poland. Yannick

believes these changes make sense for the survey in French and English too.
- Philippe and Ewelina discuss the next deadlines and the project management sheet in the shared

folder
- The next meeting and objectives are set, and we confirm the meeting in Lublin on the 21st of April.

Review of previous to-dos
Translation of GDPR terms to Polish Done
Obtain results IN PROGRESS



End of Meeting and to-dos
OIC: Test Polish translation of interface on anonymous invitation
OIC & BZN: Obtain results
OIC: Send e-mail (to mailing list) with questions corrections (4/3)
OIC: Collect ~100 more answers from event participants (week of 12/03/2020)
BZN: correct survey in English & French (4/3)
BZN: Send invitation with short invitation e-mail and coupon (5/3)
BZN: Send Word export of questions to UNIVPM for Italian translation (5/3)
BZN: Translate survey to Spanish & Dutch (5/3)
BZN: Send survey to Chamilo Spanish & Dutch contacts (6/3)

Next meeting
26th of March, 12:00 (noon). Focus: survey results and finding subset of skills to analyze

WP 1 Meeting n°8, March 26th, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
The eighth meeting around WP1 was held through skype and was focused on the first results of
the survey, new methods of invitations, widening the scope and

Event: 8th WP1
meeting

Date: March 26th, 2020

Venue: Skype

__________________________________________________________________________

Were present, the representatives of the
following partners.

Attendances Company/ Institution

Yannick WARNIER BeezNest

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Agenda
March 26th 2020



12:00m: Update on survey results

12:20m: Discussion on the value of the current answers

12:30m: Discussion on next steps

Meeting details
- Anna (OIC) inserted answers to the questionnaires (~100). More results are to come (physical

forms are with someone else that has to enter the results)
- Yannick explains even the coupon-based invitation bore very little results (about 7 people on an

invitation sent to 2500 people)
- Yannick (BeezNest) reviews the results on screen (but there is an issue with results of anonymous

not showing). He will fix it and send the results later today in Excel form to Anna.
- Discussion launched by Philippe (Haikara) about the results and whether they allow us to move

forward. Yannick believes this is enough to progress.
- Anna: Results from the current survey will be analyzed by the expert working with OIC (on Friday

27/03/2020). We will extract skills from these, then edit the survey to institutions which will allow to
narrow down the target and questions. Others agree.

- Anna and Yannick agree to work on the survey for institutions over the next week. This survey will
have to be more targeted and more precise (less questions, less scope)

Review of previous to-dos
OIC: Test Polish translation of interface on anonymous invitation DONE
OIC & BZN: Obtain results DONE (although not very large set in the case of BeezNest)
OIC: Send e-mail (to mailing list) with questions corrections (4/3) DONE
OIC: Collect ~100 more answers from event participants (week of 12/03/2020) DONE
BZN: correct survey in English & French (4/3) DONE
BZN: Send invitation with short invitation e-mail and coupon (5/3) DONE
BZN: Send Word export of questions to UNIVPM for Italian translation (5/3) DONE
BZN: Translate survey to Spanish & Dutch (5/3) DONE
BZN: Send survey to Chamilo Spanish & Dutch contacts (6/3) PARTIAL (Spanish only)

End of Meeting and to-dos
BzN: Send survey to Dutch contacts
BzN: Fix the results collection (26/3)
OIC: Analyze the results with expert (27/3)
BzN & OIC: Work on survey for insititutions (week of 30/03)



Next meeting
Next meeting will likely be when the official meeting was planned (21-22/4), but online due to COVID-19

WP 1 Meeting n°7, April 16th, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP1 was held through skype to check on progress in WP1 (and as it
happens WP2 which shares some of the timeline objectives).

Event: 7th WP1
meeting

Date: April 16th, 2020

Venue: Skype

__________________________________________________________________________

Were present, the representatives of the
following partners.

Attendances Company/ Institution

Yannick WARNIER BeezNest

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Marina Paolanti, UNIVPM

Agenda

April 16th, 2020

12:00pm: Discussion on e-mail by Anna on questions about the jobs
to analyse

12:30pm: Planning for next meeting



Meeting details
Philippe mentions there seem to still be some misunderstanding about the project that impacts our
progress so far.

Yannick explains the first survey had one major flaw: it didn’t ask for the title of the current and previous
professions, which was an essential point of the first step. This jeopardizes the move to the second step.

Philippe comes to the 2 first questions in the e-mail.
For the 3rd question about the number of professions, we want to have only 3-4 professions.
Ewelina and Anna suggest one way to move on would be to use the desk research (cedefop etc) to filter
down a few jobs that are “most in demand”. They will provide a short list soon.

Marina explain, relative to question 5 about qualitative or quantitative data, through an example CSV that
includes qualitative and quantitative data. Missing data is corrected by correlation with similar profiles. The
number of data input necessary changes depending on the number of questions and answers, the
variation of answers and the type of answer we expect from the system. Marina can train the algorithm in
a few seconds, so Yannick will send her the first dataset as a CSV to get some feedback.

Anna asked about emotional information, whether it should be collected or not, Philippe answers that it
shouldn’t be collected.

Philippe asks whether there will be a way to input data in the machine learning algorithm automatically.

Anna asks for Marina to review the survey questions in the future so we know if they’re OK. For example,
age ranges or precise ages. Marina agrees.

Ewelina asks Marina about the features that matter.

Review of previous to-dos
Obtain results Done but only ~140 results missing the important info of job title

End of Meeting and to-dos
Ask previous participants of answers to complete with their job name - BeezNest
Prepare a list of jobs most in demand - OIC
Send a first set of data to Univpm - BeezNest
Get in touch with potential recruitable institutions for the project - BeezNest (& OIC?)
Prepare an export of the current surveys for institutions and people in institutions - BeezNest
Review Task 1.2 - definition of users expectations



Next meeting
21st and 22nd of April (initial dates for the meeting in Poland)
At the next meeting, we will review the surveys and discuss the expectations of users.

WP 1 Meeting n°8A, April 21st, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP1 was held through skype to progress on WP1 & WP2.



Event: 8th WP1
meeting (A)

Date: April 21, 2020

Venue: Skype

__________________________________________________________________________

Were present, the representatives of the
following partners.

Attendances Company/ Institution

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ, OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Marina PAOLANTI, UNIVPM

Youenn LEBORGNE, Haikara

Maximo MARTINI, UNIVPM (PhD on Machine Learning)

Agenda

April 21st, 2020

15:00: Philippe presents what we have and what we don’t have

15:20: Discussions on WP1 & WP2

17:25: End of meeting



Meeting details
Philippe presents the tasks that should have been done until now (all WP1, WP2 and some WP6 & WP7).
So far, from WP1, we only have the survey from the 3rd task.
For WP2, we need to identify existing european databases to collect data from.
For WP7, we have a website but a lack of articles, tools for project management and communication tools
under way.
Yannick mentions a big customer organization of BeezNest accepted to send the survey soon to their
users base (several dozen thousands). The survey should be reviewed first.
Marina mentions she ran the machine learning algorithm on the data provided.

Survey review
Marina reviews the information collected from the first survey by the Machine Learning algorithm.
Gender not important/relevant.
12 features were selected in the dataset and 1 label (the user ID). The type of last training is the most
important.

Marina presents 4 classes of training as an example (management, education, engineering, etc). A
classifier has been defined (params and combinations).
Accuracy so far is >85% but on very limited dataset.
A ground truth is the expected result of the algorithm.
The results at the moment (135 questions) are OK.
The survey would be much better with a classification of training, but we could already ask for more
answers with the training title.
YW & PR: Using a classification as a ground truth
Anna reminds that we need the previous & current job (and industry).
Updates to the survey:

- remove gender
- add previous/current job title & industry (take a list from another website)



- range of income: discussion on removing the data
- add classification of training
- use open field for the city name

We review the current surveys and come to the organizations survey (asking about trainings and skills
associations).

Marina confirms to Yannick that skills can be associated to training after training the machine learning
algorithm.

Anna mentions OIC experts are currently working on specifying the jobs to be analyzed (“desk research”).

Related to T1.2, we decide to include questions in the survey about what users feel about current tools for
job/skill/training matches.

We discuss the availability of a users group that is currently job-seeking. Anna explains that OIC has a lot
of contact with job seekers but at the moment this is blocked by the COVID-19 lockdown. Also, she
mentions a beta application would make it much easier to follow-up job seekers (more tangible stuff get
people more involved).

Philippe asks when Yannick needs the survey: open date. The customer offered. Not date-bound.

Yannick explains there is an issue with the schema about the final system regarding the split between
experience and profiling. Philippe will work on it.



Tomorrow we will review:
● last (new) survey questions formulation (all)
● date for desk research (OIC)
● WP6 & WP7 review
● Impressions on first 6 months of job
● Discuss IO1 (present results) by the end of August

Next meeting
Tomorrow (22nd of April), 15:00.

WP 1 Meeting n°8B, April 22nd, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP1 was held through skype to progress on WP6 & WP7.

Event: 8th WP1
meeting (B)

Date: April 22nd, 2020

Venue: Skype

__________________________________________________________________________

Were present, the representatives of the
following partners.

Attendances Company/ Institution

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest



Anna BARTOSIEWICZ, OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Marina PAOLANTI, UNIVPM

Youenn LEBORGNE, Haikara

Agenda

April 22nd, 2020

15:00: Review previous meeting

15:30 Discuss WP6

16:00 Discuss WP7

16:30: Improve survey

17h30: End

Meeting details
15:00: Philippe reviews the understanding issue of the schema mentioned yesterday: the “experience”
block is distinct from the “profile” in that “experience” comes from the survey data, while “profile” comes
from the profile information the user will enter in the application

15:15: Philippe opens the discussion about gathering skills information from individual survey
respondents. We agree that it would be highly improbable that respondents would know what skills (in a
chosen framework) are associated with the training they followed.

15:30: Philippe discusses WP6 with everyone: we are slightly late on the number of articles for the website
(waiting for one from OIC), and he will open a Twitter account for the project, to be shared between the
members.

16:00: Philippe discusses WP7 with everyone: the shared folder is there (setup by Haikara), the project
management system has been setup (by BeezNest) but is not really used so far. The need doesn’t



transcend to use the project management system for now. A mailing list has been created for the project,
which works. Cheik Ibra (Haikara) is working on setting up a communications tool.
16:20: Anna explains the desk research project sent to OIC experts will be ready by the end of May.
Yannick mentions he will inquire the customer on whether there is a particular deadline for the survey
sending or if any date is OK.

16:40: We review and rewrite most of the last group of questions for the new survey, asking respondents
for details regarding systems they might already have used for job searching, training recommendations or
skills matching, and what they would expect from a better platform to track their learning experiences and
give them recommendations.

17:10: Conclusions on first 6 months: each partner gives their impressions on the first 6 months of the
project. OIC and BeezNest mention difficulties to start and around their role, but they see a clearer picture
now. Univpm mentions the most important thing going forward is collecting a lot of data. Haikara mentions
some tensions at the beginning that were since then relieved by the first results.

17:30: End of meeting

Next meeting
The next international meeting dates are tentatively set to the 22nd and 23rd of October 2020 (12 months
meeting), and then to the 21st and 22nd of January (catching back on the Polish meeting). These dates
are only tentative for now as the COVID-19 will potentially still be affecting many aspects of those
meetings.

WP 1 Meeting n°9, September 11th, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP1 was held through skype to progress on WP1 & WP2.

Event: 9th WP1 meeting

Date: September 11th, 2020

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendances Company/Institution

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ, OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Marina PAOLANTI, UNIVPM

Youenn LEBORGNE, Haikara



Agenda

September 11th, 2020

10:00: Progress review
10:15: Discussion about state of WP1, WP2 and surveys
11:00: Review of the institutional survey
12:30: End of meeting

Meeting details
Meeting starts. Philippe (Haikara) reviews the deliverables and the fact that we are late on all of them.
Youenn (Haikara) asks for Yannick’s (BeezNest) feedback on the items in progress. Yannick reports that
surveys were sent to customers for review but that, due to the return to school and the pandemic, sending
the survey to their past students is not a priority to them at the moment ( likely unlucky consequence of
having received results from the desk research only in late July, which landed in the middle of summer
holidays and before the return to schools).

Yannick also comments about the new survey templates sent by Anna. Yannick did not answer so far to
either the list of jobs or the new surveys (results of the desk research) because those were too confusing
to him. He notes the method that allowed the experts to select 3 “most wanted jobs” are a mystery and
that he doesn’t get the same results by just summing up the frequency of appearance in the 4 national
research documents. He shares a spreadsheet with the exact frequency, evidencing the selected jobs:

1. Senior care assistant

2. E-commerce specialist

3. Construction worker

- are not the most frequent in the national reports (both “cooks” and “electronics technicians” obtain
a score of 4/4, while “Senior care” obtains ¾ and E-commerce specialist doesn’t appear at all
(more generic IT specialists).

- include “construction worker”, which only appears in the Polish report (Anna explains this was
taken as a combined profession)

- a total of 13 jobs obtain ¾ or more (including only the senior care assistant from the list above)

Anna explains that the experts were trying to find jobs in demand that would also have a technical pendant
or be easy to analyze in terms of courses (which is valid for the senior care assistant).

Yannick also explains the new surveys sent do not seem to go in the right direction in the sense that they
ignore previous work on the surveys by the whole group, and add questions that could either be
considered too personal, too detailed or unrelated to the target institutions (for example asking about
professions for the training institutions instead of asking about the training).

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1URw_NeI8Inumsz-0Vcp_CLfBOnf96dq8-xs-DACdpmU/edit#gid=0


Survey review
Yannick quickly reviews the new questions for the individual survey, and we decide to organize another
meeting next week to review it in more detail.

Yannick leads the review of the new questions for the institutional survey. There are a few questions which
are not clear or unrelated, a series of questions which are similar to the ones we had in v2, and 2
questions that are worth adding to the previous survey.

Anna explains that the goal for this table (one by job), in her view, is for us to fill the table with information
we can collect from the institutions, rather than sending it for institutions to fill for us.

Next meeting
Thursday, September 17th, 10:00am-12:00m

TO DO
Yannick will prepare the updated list of questions from the version 2 of individual and institutional surveys
in English so they can be compared to version 3 sent by Anna.

WP 1 Meeting n°10, September 17th, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP1 was held through skype to progress on the individual survey
questions.

Event: 10th WP1 meeting

Date: September 17th, 2020

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendances Company/Institution

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ, OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Marina PAOLANTI, UNIVPM

Youenn LEBORGNE, Haikara



Agenda

September 17th, 2020

10:00: Review of individual survey questions

11:00: Polish and Italian partners leave (they have other matters to
attend)

Meeting details
Building on the previous week’s meeting and an updated individual survey, the partners review the
questions for the new survey and temporarily approve them.
Anna (OIC) explains the experts should be able to join the next week to review the institutional survey.
After Polish and Italian partners leave the meeting, the Belgian and French partners continue reviewing
the individual survey, checking all questions are necessary.

Next meeting
Thursday, September 25th, 10:00am-12:00m

TO DO
Yannick (BeezNest) will prepare the updated list of questions for the institutional survey.

WP 1 Meeting n°11, September 25th, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP1 was held through skype to progress on the individual survey
questions.

Event: 11th WP1 meeting

Date: September 25th, 2020

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendances Company/Institution



Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ, OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Youenn LEBORGNE, Haikara

Michał Wiechetek & Wiesław Talik (statistical/HR experts
commissioned by OIC)

Agenda
September 25th, 2020

10:00: Presentation of the matter in discussion regarding the experts’ questions

10:15: Review of institutional survey’s question mix

10:45: Review of individual survey’s question mix

11:00: Explanation of the project to Polish experts (?) - (comment
from Anna: experts now the project as they are involved in its
activities from the very beginning, what we were explaining was
perspectives on the content of the questionnaire and amount and
quality of data needed to be collected)

11:15: Continuation of the individual survey’s question mix

12:00: Agreement on jobs analyzed

Meeting details
Presentation of the matter in discussion regarding the experts (i.e. questions that are not necessarily
relevant in the context of the project).
Yannick (BeezNest) leads the review of the institutional survey, asking for explanations to the experts and
adapting/marking the survey accordingly.

Experts give their appreciation on the questions and their removal (if removed). The experts give the
overwhelming opinion that all questions are essential to be able to analyse the information, but do not
seem to have a strong understanding of the final goal of the data collection.

After reviewing the institutional survey, we move on to the individual survey. After observing the experts
maintain their view on the critical character of *all* questions they submitted, Yannick explains the project



goals in more detail to ensure a common level of understanding, one of the key elements being the fact
that this survey will collect *initial* information in order to develop a beta version of the final software,
which will then be used to collect more information from participants. Experts then become more flexible
as to what information to collect *now* and the survey review process progresses more efficiently, finishing
the whole review around 12:00.

We then discuss the final jobs that should be analyzed in the context of this survey, and agree that the
following professions will be used in a *large* interpretation (meaning professions we consider very close
in skillset and in the same field can be considered too):

● Accountant/Financial specialist/Business management auditor
● Truck/Bus driver
● Carer for the elderly

Next meeting
Not set yet. The final survey version will be submitted by BeezNest early next week and, barring any
disagreement, this version will be translated and used by the partners.

TO DO
Yannick (BeezNest) will prepare the final survey questions and send them to other partners early next
week for final approval.

WP 1 Meeting n°12, October 22nd, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP1 was held through skype to progress on the individual survey
questions.

Event: 12th WP1 meeting

Date: October 22th, 2020

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendances Company/Institution

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ, OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Youenn LEBORGNE, Haikara

Marina Paolanti, UNIVPM

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CU4zyrXjXFzaptWyxrW5ueE6l8xCg0Gq-BjwBrwSQks/edit#heading=h.elp95cn261me
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CU4zyrXjXFzaptWyxrW5ueE6l8xCg0Gq-BjwBrwSQks/edit#heading=h.elp95cn261me


Agenda
October 22nd, 2020

10:00: Report on the status of the sending of the survey

10:15: Review of the deliverables and the information we have for each

10:45: Planning for next weeks

10:50: Meeting end

Meeting details
Yannick (BeezNest) reports on the progress of the surveys. The survey is ready in French and the minor
software use survey has been reviewed by Haikara (and corrected by BeezNest to the exception of a
return button and a mandatory question type which is not an available feature).

A list of belgian market study companies is being compiled by BeezNest to evaluate the cost of having
additional answers in case ours are not enough (post meeting: it costs ~8000€ for 500 survey contestants
for only a 20-questions survey).

Institutional surveys are being prepared by the BeezNest team.

The objective of the meeting is to try and set a realistic schedule for the preparation of the first report to
the European Commission, but nobody can confirm any date because we are depending on people
answering the surveys.

Philippe (Haikara) reminds all participants that a realistic goal to achieve good quality for the machine
learning algorithm is to have about 5000 results. Yannick (BeezNest) confirms he only knows of the 900
people target from one of his customers, and is waiting for numbers from the other.

Anna (OIC) mentions they are translating the survey (to be sent using Google Forms) and they will work
with OIC’s partners to get answers, but doesn’t know of any number yet, nor date.

We review the deliverables and what current items of work can help us in the redaction of each deliverable
(Yannick goes through each deliverable by name and cites the elements which can be used to complete
each deliverable, mentioning that, if the COVID crisis didn’t remove the ability for individuals to answer an
online survey, it certainly affected the schedule as training organizations are struggling with the
management of crises and do not consider a survey from an external partner a priority). Anna indicates
the team of experts involved by OIC in the project have compiled a report that connects the few initial



survey results with the first report on future jobs in demand. It will be sent to all partners once translated,
for review.

It is critical for the success of the project to be able to prove some progress, and this depends mostly on
survey results, so it is critical to get those surveys out as soon as possible. Yannick (BeezNest) expects
answers this week or early next week from his customers (he sent them an e-mail on Tuesday).

We agree to meet in 10 days (2nd of November 2020) for a short 30 minutes to report on our respective
progress.

Next meeting
November 2nd, 10am (only 30’).

TO DO
Yannick (BeezNest) will prepare the basis for Marina (Univpm) to translate the “platform usage” survey to
Italian.
BeezNest will contact market study companies to get quotes for more reports.
Philippe (Haikara) will prepare a template document for the deliverables and share it on Google Drive’s
shared folder.
Yannick (BeezNest) will start the redaction of the deliverables.
Marina (UNIVPM) will translate the “platform usage” survey to Italian.

WP 1 Meeting n°13, November 2nd, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP1 was held through skype to progress on the individual survey
questions.

Event: 13th WP1 meeting

Date: November 2nd, 2020

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendances Company/Institution

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ, OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Youenn LEBORGNE, Haikara



Marina Paolanti, UNIVPM

Agenda
This is a quick meeting to maintain a fluid communication between all partners regarding the progress of
the surveys.

10:00: Report from BeezNest
10:10: Report from OIC
10:20: Misc

Meeting details
Yannick (BeezNest) reports that conversations have been paused until the survey was ready. Now that the
survey (in French) is ready, communications with BeezNest partners regarding the survey sending have
been retaken. One customer asked for a ten days delay (ending November 9th), another is in active
discussion with BeezNest over the method to share the link to the survey. Also, one person at BeezNest
started collecting institutional information.

Yannick mentions a quick survey of a market study company in Belgium showed that typical attention
spans are 9 minutes, which matches ~20 questions, and that the type of market segmentation we want for
only 500 people would represent a total cost of 8000€.

Anna (OIC) indicates they are still designing the survey in Polish in Google Forms, and that they started
collecting institutional information.

BeezNest has readied a standalone survey for platform usage, for use by Haikara (who already sent a few
observations) and will do so for UNIVPM.

Haikara sent a template for the deliverables. It is on Google Drive.

OIC will send a first draft of the deliverables D2.1 and D2.2.

Next meeting
November 12th, 10am (only 30’).

TO DO
Yannick (BeezNest) will prepare the basis for Marina (Univpm) to translate the “platform usage” survey to
Italian.



Marina (UNIVPM) will translate the “platform usage” survey to Italian.

WP 1 Meeting n°14, November 12th, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP1 was held through skype to progress on the individual survey
questions.



Event: 14th WP1 meeting

Date: November 12th, 2020

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendances Company/Institution

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ, OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara

Youenn LEBORGNE, Haikara

Marina Paolanti, UNIVPM (left after 30’ for a course)

Agenda
This is a quick meeting to maintain a fluid communication between all partners regarding the progress of
the surveys.

10:00: Report from BeezNest
10:10: Report from OIC
10:20: Misc

Meeting details
Yannick (BeezNest) reports that conversations regarding sending the individual survey have been slowed:
one partner doesn’t answer yet. The other’s contact person has contracted COVID-19 and is currently
recovering.

Anna (OIC) indicates the individual survey in Polish is ready but not yet sent, and that they are still
collecting institutional information.



Haikara mentions it made additional comments on the platform usage survey (to be attended by
BeezNest).

BeezNest continued collecting info from institutions (8 registered results, more collected but not yet
registered).
BeezNest asks if OIC has a particular technique to collect the skills linked to the training offers. No
particular trick. Most until now have some skills-related information on their website.
BeezNest asks of all if it is necessary, in cases of training offers that include several courses (that cannot
be taken separately), to have the details of the skills *by course*, or if it is enough to have the skills per
training. Haikara would like to keep the details per course, as this level of detail can be used later on to
better inform the end-user regarding the type of course title that gives access to a specific skill, even if this
course cannot be taken in one of the institutions registered in the SILKC application.

BeezNest has readied a standalone survey for platform usage, for translation, then use, by UNIVPM.

Marina (UNIVPM) leaves early (the meeting was indeed planned for 30’ and took a bit more).

A conversation follows on the comments made by others on the document submitted by OIC about the
WP2. Haikara observed several missing items (in comparison to the descriptions of D2.1 and D2.2). Anna
(OIC) indicates the link between professions and training has been provided through a part of the national
versions of the desk research. She will include that information in the document and reformat it to match
D2.1 and D2.2 closer.

BeezNest and Haikara will analyse the sources of data for professions-training links in a perspective of
reusability by a digital system.

Next meeting
November 18th, 10am (~60’). To be confirmed with Marina and the OIC experts.

TO DO
BeezNest will attend observations to the platform usage survey made by Haikara.

BeezNest and Haikara will analyse the sources of data for professions-training links in a perspective of
reusability by a digital system.

BeezNest will continue negotiations with an ex-partner (driving school) to get more people to answer the
individual survey.

BeezNest will redact drafts for D1.2 and D2.2 (temporary drafts as results from the survey will inevitably
change the conclusions).

BeezNest will try to get those individual surveys sent.
OIC will try to send the first individual surveys.



OIC will try to get the experts to participate to the next meeting.

OIC will work on reformatting/completing the document for D2.

WP 1 Meeting n°15, November 20th, 2020

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP1 was held through skype to progress on the individual survey
questions.



Event: 15th WP1 meeting

Date: November 20th, 2020

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendances Company/Institution

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ, OIC Poland (accompanied by Wieslaw and
Michal, statistics experts)

Philippe RAYMOND Haikara (accompanied by Youenn Leborgne)

Marina Paolanti, UNIVPM  (accompanied by Marco and Arianna)

Agenda
This is a longer meeting meant to get the OIC experts in statistics to discuss the survey results with the
UNIVPM experts in Machine Learning, to get a clear decision on the validity of the survey questions and
the number of data points needed.

09:00: Presentations
09:15: Main issue: getting agreement on questions and data points
11:00: Conclusions

Meeting details
Marina presents Marco (PhD expert in Machine Learning at UNIVPM) and Arianna (expert in international
projects at UNIVPM).
Philippe explains the main question of this meeting: how many answers should we get from the survey.
Marco starts laying out the bases of the answer: it depends on the type of survey, but the number can be
reduced if the questions are of “checkbox” type (limited number of possible answers).



Marina continues explaining the number of questions must be related to the number of “features” that will
be analyzed by the Machine Learning algorithm. Based on the current survey, it looks like 500 answers
would be enough.
UniVPM offers to complete the surveys with their university students, but Philippe and Yannick remind
everyone that we cannot do that for the most complex survey (which is also the one with the most difficulty
to fill).
Wieslaw asks if 500 is per profession or in total
Marina answers that a bare minimum would be 500 in total, but it would obviously be better to have 500
per profession and per country.
Anna asks if the questions should not be redesigned to include more details about the past experience of
surveyed people, instead of just numbers (number of years of experience, etc).
Marina and Marco answer that it would be better to have just numbers.
Youenn asks if we really have time now to focus (or not) on a specific case, meaning that the time left to
obtain answers.
Philippe asks Yannick that he reviews the questions of the current survey to make sure everyone is on the
same page. There are 27 questions with fixed values and 32 open questions, although many are optional.
Philippe asks Marco if different answers for open questions should be sanitized. Marco confirms.
Philippe asks Marco if the long survey, as it is now, is OK. Marco confirms.

Michal mentions it would not be a good idea to have to manually change/sanitize the answers because
there could be thousands of answers, and reminds that the survey proposal they had established had a
very limited number of open answers.

Marco suggests first collecting data, then improving the survey, so that progress can happen in parallel.
Philippe and Yannick answer we will probably not have time to collect data several times.

Wieslaw asks Marco if it would be better to have a survey with only checkboxes. Marco confirms, and
reminds that if it is necessary to have open questions, we should try to limit the number of words in these
open questions.

Yannick reminds the goals of the Machine Learning algorithm to ensure everyone is on the same page.

Michal asks Marco: if the objective is to recommend a path, do we need success information for the
algorithm. Marco answers that it is enough to have the number of years in a job. Philippe confirms he
doesn’t believe there is any need for success information.

Anna mentions some discrepancies that happened in the survey based on countries (historically).

Anna asks if the institutional survey will be given to the Machine Learning algorithm as well. Marco says
yes. Yannick adds that while it could be given to the MLAlgo, it wouldn’t be used in the same way as the
rest of the information, but that the final application would rather use it as a parallel source of information.

Marina insists that, more than the survey questions, we should focus on collecting some data.

As a conclusion, a majority agrees to keep the current questions and start collecting data.



Next meeting
No date proposed. Will depend on survey results.

TO DO
Collect data (OIC and BeezNest for the long and the institutional survey).

WP 1 Meeting n°16, January 21st, 2021
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Introduction
This meeting around WP1 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of survey results and the start of WP3.

Event: 16th WP1 meeting

Date: January 21st, 2021

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ, OIC Poland

Philippe RAYMOND and Youenn Leborgne, Haikara

Arianna Vecchi and Giulia Pazzaglia, UNIVPM

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on updates about WP1, WP2 and WP3

14:00: Welcome and meeting objectives, by Philippe Raymond
14:10: Discussing progress on the ongoing tasks
14:50: Conclusions



Meeting details
Philippe welcomes everyone and explains the European Commission did not give its feedback on our
reports just yet. He asks Anna for editable versions of the deliverables. Anna will send them by tomorrow
evening.

Philippe explains Haikara and BeezNest will soon start working on WP3 (design of the application), on the
design of the layout and interactions in the platform.

Yannick starts the topic of survey results.
Sending survey to lists of people received from customers resulted in a *very* poor rate of answers (less
than 1%).
Market study companies didn’t really return quotes, but discussing with one of them shed some light on
the process and its costs. Getting more precise populations is more expensive because they usually don’t
answer surveys for low rewards, which is even more the case with accountants and caregivers, while truck
drivers are unlikely to simply answer a written survey.
This shoots the cost of such a survey (500 people in one of the 3 jobs selected) to between 25k€ and 50k€
because the cost per individual surveyed people would likely be between 50€ and 100€.
The market study company recommended either extending the professions selected (to extend the filter
and access people... more accessible) or to reduce the number of people to be queried.

Anna explains OIC sent queries to their partners but had very little answers so far.
OIC also sent e-mails to over 60 employment agencies this week, but no answers yet.
OIC also asked 3 market study companies: one said might be difficult with this group but more than 5K?
users registered that would match. Other haven't sent the offer. Last one is able to reach 100
people/profession. Preparation: 230€ + $2.5/person+VAT. Should get quotes in the next days.
Anna suggests to Yannick asking employment agencies and “international employment” agencies for
participation. Maybe a voucher to their people would be enough to convince them.

Arianna suggests asking the students at UNIVPM as some of them already have work experience.
Yannick precises they have to have worked, studied and then worked again for that to apply, but that it
would be great if a reasonable amount of people would answer, because it could act as an independent
results set just for Italy, and because the skills information would be enough to find a correlation with other
countries (and be useful to the application). No clear decision is taken (the survey still needs to be
translated to Italian, maybe) on this point.

Philippe offers Haikara’s help to BeezNest to find relevant institutions to research about training offers.
Yannick accepts.

Philippe asks UNIVPM about the form the Machine Learning algorithm will take to communicate between
the application and the algorithm.
Giulia reminds (on behalf of Marina) that we need at least 500 results in total. Regarding the algorithm,
she (and Arianna) mention Marina is the right person to answer such technical questions. Yannick will
send an e-mail (sent at the time of redacting these notes) to ask the specific questions to Marina.



Next meeting
No date proposed. Will depend on survey results and progress on WP3.

TO DO
Collect data (OIC and BeezNest for the long and the institutional survey).

WP 3 Meeting n°1, January 27th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 1st WP3 meeting

Date: January 27th, 2021

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND and Tony, Haikara

Yannick WARNIER and Nicolas Ducoulombier, BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the start of WP3

14:00: Welcome and meeting objectives, by Philippe Raymond
14:10: Discussing technological and organization choices
15:50: Conclusions

Meeting details
During the meeting, we presented the teams on each side and what we thought they could accomplish for
WP3.
Haikara will lead the development of a basic application, while BeezNest will support the efforts.
We agree on a common technology (PHP + Symfony Framework v5).



The basis of the MYLK application will be useful, but not as much as one could have hoped (a lot of
unnecessary elements around xAPI, for example, have nothing to do in SILKC just yet). Users
management can be re-used.
Tony will work on providing a common (public) working space on Github with the ability for BeezNest to
contribute.

Next meeting
We will meet again on the 9th of February to discuss the use of a common framework for skills and jobs.

TO DO
Haikara will research ESCO and present their findings.

WP 3 Meeting n°2, February 9th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 2nd WP3 meeting

Date: February 9th, 2021

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND and Tony, Haikara

Yannick WARNIER and Nicolas DUCOULOMBIER, BeezNest
Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the start of WP3

10:00: Welcome and meeting objectives, by Philippe Raymond
10:10: Discussing the use of ESCO or other referentials for skills and jobs
10:50: Conclusions



Meeting details
Haikara described their use of ESCO in the MYLK project.
BeezNest brought experiences of FOREM and Bruxelles Formation in Belgium, that both use some kind of
framework but we don’t know which.
We agree on using ESCO, if nothing better pops up.
BeezNest will contact people at FOREM and Bruxelles Formation to try and get more info about the
framework they use.

Next meeting
We will meet again on the 18th of February to discuss the design and provide some progress update.
BeezNest will meet internally for the design phase on the 10th of February, and report during the next
common meeting.

TO DO
BeezNest will prepare the design for the application.
BeezNest will contact FOREM and Bruxelles Formation for more info about the framework used.

WP 3 Meeting n°3, February 18th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 3rd WP3 meeting

Date: February 18th, 2021

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND and Tony Sahraoui, Haikara

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest Belgium



Agenda
This meeting is focused on the progress of the design for WP3

10:00: Welcome and meeting objectives, by Yannick Warnier
10:10: Presentation of the application mock-ups
10:50: Conclusions

Meeting details
BeezNest demoes the mockups they have elaborate (available as a zip in the shared folder).
Observations from Haikara or BeezNest during the demo:

● It’s a great idea to have an anonymous search to let users try out the solution and understand the
point of providing data, before they register

● Some training might have repetitive sessions or expiration dates -> we discuss it and conclude that
these should be registered as separate training, maybe adding a “clone” option and a date to the
training

● The mock-ups are missing the notion of pre-requisites for training. This will be added before the
next meeting

● We discuss the fact that users should probably provide a time indication regarding their last
training sessions, but the interface indicates that only the training in the last 5 years matter. This
should be enough info for now.

● In the authenticated search, we should provide information about the information we use to
generate the training recommendations.

● An “advanced search” feature, allowing you to add filters, should be available but only to
authenticated users. Anonymous users should see it greyed out to push them to register.

Additional ideas surged from the mock-ups review, which could be implemented at a later time:
● offer other potential “dream jobs” based on a close match with current skills *OR* a completely

random “special attraction” jobs, like astronaut or wildlife documentary animator
● the application could connect to jobs search platforms so that users can find an easy link between

their skills and jobs in demand

Next meeting
We will meet again on the 26th of February to discuss the design changes and provide some progress
update.



TO DO
BeezNest will update the design for the application.

WP 3 Meeting n°4, March 5th, 2021
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 4th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet



__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND and Mélanie TALCONE, Haikara

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the progress of the design for WP3 and an update on other activities

10:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
10:10: Presentation of the application mock-ups
10:20: Surveys and skills referentials
10:50: Conclusions

Meeting details
- Philippe Mentions Pôle Emploi in France uses a 17 competencies referential
- Mockups presentation with modifications from last meeting
- Others in the project should be invited to comment soon (Yannick will set a web page for testing

and a Doodle invitation the week of the 19th of March)
- Mélanie comments she worked on design techniques Bastien & Scapin or Nielsen design

techniques
- Philippe takes the opportunity to discuss how we should think about design of the app (Mélanie will

open a list for proposals in WP3 folder)
- Surveys in Belgium: proposal at 10250€ before tax for 50 professionals in elderly healthcare. Likely

reasonable solutions would be to avoid Belgium and focus BeezNest’s budget on delegation to
Poland and/or Italy

- Skills referential: Yannick contacted Bruxelles Formation and Le FOREM, got other contacts and is
waiting for an answer from them

Next meeting



We will meet again on the 12th of March to discuss the design changes and provide some progress
update.

TO DO
BeezNest will update the design for the application.

WP 3 Meeting n°5, March 16th, 2021
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update all partners on the
application mock-ups and get their feedback.

Event: 5th WP3 meeting

Date: See title



Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND, Youenn LEBORGNE,  Mélanie TALCONE, Tony
Sahraoui, Haikara

Arianna VECCHI, Marina PAOLANTI, Marco MAMELI, UNIVPM

Anna BARTOSIEWICZ, OIC

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the feedback for the application mock-ups

10:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
10:10: Presentation of the application mock-ups
10:30: Feedback from participants
10:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
- Yannick W presents the mock-ups and asks for feedback. In particular, feedback from Marco M

related to the future integration with the Machine Learning algorithm
- Marco asks how the data would be provided to the ML algorithm. Yannick mentions that at this

point there is not enough data, but in the future the application would just submit data to the ML
algo through web services, as soon as it gets it

- Marco asks how the application would be developed (if for any specific hardware). Yannick
indicates it will be developed as a web application, so available on all devices with web browser
support

- Marco indicates that search results should come with an accuracy level, so the user (and the
developers) get some feedback about how accurate each result is

- Yannick asks Marco which data would be needed by the ML algo, considering it will have to
provide an answer in terms of training. Marco confirms the ML algo will need two sets of



information: users profiles (location, jobs, trainings, skills and dream jobs) and trainings (location,
duration, skills required, skills obtained)

- Marco adds that more data points can be added over time but that they will only be relevant once
there are enough (in quantity), and they can then be added in the whole process as part of the
“intelligence” of the algorithm

- No other participant considered they needed to provide feedback regarding this particular point
(application mock-ups) of the project

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again on the 19th of March to discuss the start of the development.

TO DO
Haikara will begin development based on the approved mockups.

WP 3 Meeting n°6, April 16th, 2021
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 6th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND, Mélanie TALCONE, Tony SAHRAOUI, Yves
LEMÉE, Haikara

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the progress of the design & development for WP3 and an update on other
activities

10:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
10:02: Report on skills framework investigation
10:05: Presentation on development progress for SILKC Path application
10:25: Conclusions

Meeting details
- Skills frameworks: Yannick got an answer from FOREM (using DigComp and ROME v3 for digital

skills and computer skills). Will meet next week.



- SILKC application: Tony presents the current state of progress. The application is being developed
in the feature-development branch of
https://github.com/TonyHaikara/silk-platform/tree/feature/development

- It has already a few working elements (user and institutional accounts forms + search box
on home)

- The ESCO (ISCO) framework is getting treated for import (13500 skills)
- API Platform is working
- Installation should work in the normal Symfony framework fashion (yarn install, composer

update, bin/console)
- We review a few elements together:

- should we offer search by job *and* search by skill on homepage? -> yes
- the training registration form should include a list of jobs to associate the training with
- the profile progress should be based on the number of required fields completed and

should be stored in the users table to avoid recalculating each time you see it
- Some screenshots below for progress illustration (don’t mind the MYLK logo, the overall visual

style was reused to gain time)

https://github.com/TonyHaikara/silk-platform/tree/feature/development


Next meeting
We will meet again on the 23rd of April to discuss skills frameworks.

TO DO
Yannick will meet with FOREM and report on the choices for skills frameworks

WP 3 Meeting n°7, April 29th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 7th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI, Yves LEMÉE, Haikara

Yannick WARNIER, BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the information structure

15:30: Welcome and meeting objectives
15:32: Issue at hand



15:35: Arguments
16:15: Conclusions and other topics

Meeting details
● More backend elements of the application are being developed. The full ESCO import now has

partial support, including its hierarchical structure.
● The problem that appeared recently is regarding the three ways a user can link a training to skills:

○ auto-linked through ESCO’s definition for the training
○ linked to a job by the trainer, which then uses the skills defined by ESCO for the job
○ linked to skills individually, which does not involve a job, but will help knowing which jobs

this training can help getting
● The question is what relative importance these 3 methods should have in the generation of a list of

training recommendations for the final user. We initially discussed the idea of having equal
importance, but we are worried this could lead to trainers registering an excessive amount of skills
only to market their training. By reducing the weight of handpicked jobs and skills to half of the
ESCO auto-linking, we would give less importance to such behaviours.

● We agree that those weights should not be hardcoded. They should be configurable and they
should be defined, over time, by the Machine Learning algorithm, which should be able to
determine (based on the scores given to the recommended trainings by others) which weight
balance works best.

● Other point: a training should be linkable to a specific job *only* when the training is certifying,
meaning the job *requires* a certificate from this training to access the profession. This way, we
ensure we don’t need a training to be directly linked to more than one job.

● Yannick suggests that once the weighting system is in place and we have starting data, we could
setup a set of example profiles looking for a new job and analyse the results provided based on the
scores given by others to the trainings, which will allow us to get the “best” weight distribution
between the 3 sources.

● Finally, Yannick tells about his contact with FOREM and the decision process (based on France’s
Pole Emploi) to select DigComp and Rome v3 as skills frameworks, and the encouraging contacts
he made.

Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 7th of May to discuss progress.

TO DO
Yannick will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
Yannick will contact OIC for surveys budget
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 8th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________



Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND (PR below), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
11:40: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● PR: The Haikara team developed a demo portal at https://silkc-platform.org (URL communicated

the day before the meeting so as to allow for review). The platform allows for basic user
registration (both individual and institutional). There are still missing features (this is a work in
progress) but the ESCO jobs and skills list has been integrated

● YW: A short review has allowed Yannick to identify a few bugs and possible improvements already
(which have been reported on the Github project’s page at
https://github.com/TonyHaikara/silk-platform/issues). YW & PR review these together.

● PR & YW discuss the use of Github to follow the progress of the development: being active on
Github increases the project’s public activity, which is good overall for the project, as it is publicly
showing lifesigns, while allowing for third parties to freely join and participate

● PR suggests a slight redistribution of the project’s work packages, considering BeezNest is
currently short in developer resources and has good skills in project documentation (and
availability of a project manager and a technical lead). BeezNest would take slightly less
development and more documentation work. YW accepts this redistribution.

● PR reminds YW of a missing article for the website.
● Conclusion: overall the project’s progress is good.

Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 28th of May to discuss progress.

https://silkc-platform.org


TO DO
YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
YW will contact OIC for surveys budget
YW will write the missing website article
YW will do some additional review of the demo website and the application installation process

WP 3 Meeting n°9, May 28th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.

Index:
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Meeting details 3
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TO DO 4

Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.



Event: 9th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND (PR below), Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below),
Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
11:40: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● PR: The Haikara team reviewed YW’s observations. TS explains a few technical choices so far in

the application
● PR mentions there are two issues that have appeared as a result of developing the prototype:

○ Individual users cannot, at this time, register new training sessions they have followed. This
is very limiting. YW agrees and will modify the mockup (available here) to add the missing
forms.

○ The information resulting from the individual searches for training opportunities is important
and should be stored. YW agrees and suggests storing it in a TinCan-compatible format for
possible later re-use and analysis by an AI system

● YW explains the Github interface for issues resolution to TS

https://survey.silkc-project.website/mockup/index.html#home_page


Screenshots



Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 4th of June to discuss progress.

TO DO
YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
YW will contact OIC for surveys budget
YW will translate the new website article to French
YW will do some additional review of the demo website and the application installation process
YW will update the mockup
TS will work with the rest of the Haikara team to continue the development of the application and add the
registration of user searches in some kind of logging format

WP 3 Meeting n°10, June 4th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 10th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND (PR below), Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Yves
Lemée, Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium



Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
11:40: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● YW managed to isolate the installation issues but TS mentions these should be fixed by executing

the SQL at install and using the master branch
● PR reports a few new issues created on Github (public tracker)
● TS asks how to manage the change of seed in the configuration file, which invalidates users. YW

explains .env.local should not be tracked by Git and any information used in there so far is now to
be considered insecure.

● TS explains development progress (move to master branch, few fixes on previously reported
issues)

● YW could not complete the new mock-ups for this meeting. He will do so and send them on
Tuesday next week.

Screenshots
- no new screenshot

Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 11th of June to discuss progress.

TO DO
YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
YW will contact OIC for surveys budget
YW will translate the new website article to French
YW will do some additional review of the demo website and the application installation process
YW will update the mockup
TS will work with the rest of the Haikara team to continue the development of the application and add the
registration of user searches in some kind of logging format



WP 3 Meeting n°11, June 11th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 11th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________



Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Yves Lemée, Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
11:40: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● YW reports on a few possible improvements spotted on Github (defining the master as default, not

forgetting to pull commits, improving doc)
● TS shows the progress in both issues solving and extending the interface in terms of administration

pages.
● Progress is made on what admin pages are there now and which are missing. Namely, there is at

least one point to clear up: the “Work” tab is understood by TS as “pending tasks” while YW
believes it represents a list of jobs (to check skills associations etc, although TS points out these
are from the ESCO framework and should not be changed). There should be two different pages
for those two things.

● YW mentions there are some data that we should not collect (the precise birthdate is not
necessary)

Screenshots
- no new screenshot

Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 18th of June to discuss progress.



TO DO
YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
YW will contact OIC for surveys budget
YW will add additional admin pages to the mockups
TS will work with the rest of the Haikara team to continue the development of the application and add the
registration of user searches in some kind of logging format, and the extension of the administration
section and the user’s input of trainings.

WP 3 Meeting n°12, June 18th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.



Event: 12th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Yves Lemée,
Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
12:10: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● PR confirms we don’t want to store complimentary personal data in the application, so individual

accounts will move to birth year (instead of date) and postcode (instead of full address)
● YW confirms he has checked the documents sent by PR about deliveries
● YW indicates he has not been able to complete the missing admin mockups just yet
● TS and YL present the new registration form. Some comments are made about icons and

alignment of icons, postcode and year of birth to improve all that (minor changes). TS indicates a
surprising difficulty setting up a calendar selector for years only

● PR suggests the final design should offer several images on the homepage background
(alternatives) and slogans

● YW reminds developers to keep in mind that the software should be translatable. As far as he
knows, this has been watched during development, so no problem. The translation files are
present.



● We review the search page design when logged in. The current proposal underlines the text and
images too much in comparison with the search boxes, which is not desired. PR will work with the
designer at Haikara (Vincent) on a mobile version and a design that puts the focus on the search
box

● PR and YW discuss the processes needed for a functional demo to other partners: check as admin
to find a representative job, introduction of trainings by an institution, completion of profile by an
individual and finally search of training opportunities

● This latter point introduced the need for a list of skills associated with each job in the ESCO
framework.

Screenshots
- no new screenshot

Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 25th of June to discuss progress.

TO DO
YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
YW will contact OIC for surveys budget
YW will add additional admin pages to the mockups
TS will work with the rest of the Haikara team to continue the development of the application and add the
registration of user searches in some kind of logging format, and the extension of the administration
section for exploration of skills associated with jobs and some design details.

WP 3 Meeting n°13, June 25th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Attendances 2

Agenda 3

Meeting details 3
Screenshots 4

Next meeting 4

TO DO 4

Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 13th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Yves Lemée,
Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives



11:10: Review of current application status
12:10: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● YW has updated the mockups to include the admin section
● PR indicates he has new visual designs for the application. He will send them by e-mail for the next

meeting
● TS reports the logging of training searches is done and working (it registers interests of 50% or

100% depending on clicks)
● YL shares the new screens developed in the application
● Points discussed:

○ Completing a training (user) should ask for some mandatory fields *and* the institution,
which should be a text field with a drop-down list

○ There are some more advanced elements (in moderation or in edition of jobs/training/skills)
that should be added, but there should be a validation first in a partners meeting (so as to
avoid developing stuff uselessly)

○ The OpenStreetMap view has been integrated but depends on the Leafletjs library, which is
available on Github (MIT license)

Screenshots
- no new screenshot

Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 2nd of July to discuss progress.

TO DO
YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
YW will contact OIC for surveys budget
YW will build a manual testing process
TS & YL continue to integrate the design and iterate on admin pages

WP 3 Meeting n°14, July the 2nd, 2021



hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 14th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution



Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Yves Lemée,
Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
12:10: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● YW has designed a basic document for manual testing procedures, but he could not complete it

because the application currently at silkc-platform.org has a small number of issues that block
testing completely. He reviews those issues with TS and YL.

● A discussion follows about the installation and upgrade procedures and whether the mechanism of
“migrations” in the framework in use should be supported or not. YW defends the fact that it makes
more sense in the long run in order to match code + DB structure, but that data should be made
available separately as a “data.sql” file (which is already almost the case). TS argues that having
only one big migration file would make the installation procedure easier. YW insists it will make the
code more maintainable to have it using migrations.

● TS does a demo of the new features added since last week.
● PR asks for precisions regarding the manual testing procedure and whether bugs should be

reported there. YW precises that the manual testing procedure document is just a roadmap of the
different procedures that have to be manually tested once in a while, and that could be used in a
demo, but the bugs should continue being reported on Github.

● An event is planned next week to continue working on the development.

Screenshots
- no new screenshot

Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 9th of July to discuss progress.



TO DO
YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
YW will contact OIC for surveys budget
YW will complete a manual testing procedure file
YW will try to install locally again (QA)
TS & YL continue to integrate the design and iterate on admin pages based on the errors reported

WP 3 Meeting n°15, July the 9th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.



Event: 15th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Yves Lemée (YL),
Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
12:10: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● Review of user testing procedure comments from previous 7 days and agreements on choices for

processes
● Review of new additions (see screenshots)
● PR notes the “advanced search” page has not been defined (neither in the mock-ups nor in the

development) and needs to be

Screenshots

Final user



Institutional user

Administrator



Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 16th of July to discuss progress.

TO DO
YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
YW will contact OIC for surveys budget
YW will complete a manual testing procedure file
YW will try to install locally again (QA)
YW and PR will provide criteria for the advanced search page
TS & YL continue to integrate the design and iterate on admin pages based on the errors reported (and
develop the advanced search page)
YW will prepare a video tutorial for other partners once the application is validate (probably next week)
PR will call other partners to review the application (not immediately)

WP 3 Meeting n°16, July the 16th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 16th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Yves Lemée (YL),
Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium



Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
11:40: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● Review of progress in the application development. Some fixes are still needed but the state next

week should be enough to prepare demo to other partners to collect feedback.

Screenshots

No screenshots

Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 23rd of July to discuss progress.

TO DO
YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
YW will contact OIC for surveys budget
YW will complete a manual testing procedure file
YW will try to install locally again (QA)
TS & YL continue to integrate the design and iterate on admin pages based on the errors reported (and
develop the advanced search page)
YW will prepare a video tutorial for other partners once the application is validate (probably next week)
PR will call other partners to review the application (not immediately)

WP 3 Meeting n°17, July the 23rd, 2021



hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 17th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution



Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Yves Lemée (YL),
Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
11:40: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● Review of progress in the application development. The system is now ready enough to prepare

video-tutorials and possibly a demo to other partners to collect feedback. At least without the
search itself, which is still relatively poor at this time.

● An additional feature has been added for final users to have some trace of previous searches. This
adds considerable value as the user might perceive this as personnalisation.

● A note is made about the fact that the data in the application, at the moment, is only in English. We
believe and agree it is important to have the right structure for a multilingual application, but that
the application at *this* stage doesn’t need to present multilingual data. Data from ESCO is
available in multiple languages, but the training descriptions should remain in the language of the
training.

● YW demoes an initial Behat setup for automated behaviorial testing
● TS shows YW the JSON format and procedure to import training institutions into the system (not

yet ready for training imports but skills would need to be reported through their skill ESCO Key).
YW asks for this procedure to show some feedback if some data is not imported (for example
because of non-matching keys).

Screenshots

No screenshots

Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 30th of July to discuss progress, then there won’t be a meeting on
the 8th, then next meeting on the 15th of August.



TO DO
YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
YW will contact OIC for surveys budget
YW will complete a manual testing procedure file
YW will try to install locally again (QA)
TS & YL continue to integrate the design and iterate on admin pages based on the errors reported (and
develop the advanced search page)
YW will prepare a video tutorial for other partners once the application is validate (probably next week)
PR will call other partners to review the application (not immediately)

WP 3 Meeting n°18, July the 30th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress



of WP3.

Event: 18th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Yves Lemée (YL),
Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
11:40: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● Review of progress in the application development. In particular, details about the future advanced

search, and reviews (through user testing procedure) of issues.
● YW managed to install the application locally, following the installation procedure documentation
● YW recorded 3 videos (one per role) for other partners to review the application and sent the

corresponding e-mail
● YW contacted OIC to get contacts of public market studies in Poland

Screenshots

No screenshots



Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 13th of August to discuss progress further.

TO DO
YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
TS & YL continue to integrate the design and iterate on admin pages based on the errors reported (and
develop the advanced search page)

WP 3 Meeting n°19, August the 13th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 19th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Yves Lemée (YL),
Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
11:40: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● YW reviews issues and doubts with the current JSON import format for institutions and training.

The Excel files with training in Belgium and Poland will have to be reworked as they provide too
little information for some aspects, and too much (or too imprecise) information for others. The
review triggers a few requirement changes that will be implemented by TS and YL. In particular,
duration and start/end dates are analysed and reworked.

○ default e-mails will use the syntax username@silkc-platform.org

mailto:username@silkc-platform.org


○ training will have start/end date, and then a duration with a fixed set of measures for
duration (hours, days, weeks, months)

○ there should be an extra block of info describing the chosen occupation in the training
registration form

○ is_online_monitored should be is_tutored or something like that, as it means there is a
tutor/coach to accompany the online training

● Review of progress in the application development. In particular, the advanced search page, and
reviews (through user testing procedure) of issues, all corrected since last meeting.

● Some refresh issues have appeared that will require the implementation of a “stale” state to refresh
tabs after a change in another tab.

● Some features should be complemented, like adding the description of an occupation in the
training creation page.

● On non-application related topics, PR and YW discuss the next steps with other partners.
○ A meeting had been organized earlier this morning with OIC regarding importing the

training data to the application, but had to be canceled for health reasons. It will be
reorganized next week.

○ Then a first technical meeting with UNIVPM will have to be organized (hopefully early
September 2021) to get to work on the Machine Learning algorithm. YW expects the
contribution of UNIVPM to be documented to a point other partners (and later on the
greater public wanting to use the SILKC application) can implement the Machine Learning
training system on their own infrastructure. A list of data to be treated will have to be
formalized so UNIVPM can prepare the technical meeting.

Screenshots

The Advanced Search page has been implemented



Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 20th of August to discuss progress further.

TO DO
YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
TS & YL continue to integrate the design and iterate on admin pages based on the errors reported (in
particular the training insertion page)
YW will test the import of institutions and training
YW will try and progress on the automated testing environment

WP 3 Meeting n°20, August 20th, 2021



hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 20th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution



Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
11:40: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● YW mentions issues trying to import institutions and training through the JSON import feature. He

will investigate this further as the issue seems to be on his side.
● TS shows the updates made to the JSON format and the application interface
● TS and YW agree that the documentation for the import format will be added to the wiki on Github,

as the JSON format does not allow for comments
● PR asks for user rating to be added to the training results view
● PR asks YW to check the English translations
● PR asks YW to check the users questionnaire PR redacted since last meeting
● PR and YW review schedules for next meeting with OIC and then with UNIVPM

Screenshots

No screenshot this week. A new search panel for the advanced search has been added, though, but some
finetuning will still happen.

Next meeting
We will meet again tentatively on the 27th of August to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data
TS & YL will iterate a bit further on improvements to the current interface
YW will test the import of institutions and training
YW will try and progress on the automated testing environment



YW will review English translations for the application
YW will review the survey/questionnaire built by PR (WP3 folder)
PR will define the interface necessary for recruiters

WP 3 Meeting n°21, August 27th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 21st WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet



__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
11:40: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● YW reports on the (successful) import process and a few interface issues found.
● TS goes through the changes planned since next week’s meeting. A few JS error get in the way

but overall the application is working with an added Recruiter role + interface.
● A discussion follows about the features to offer recruiters. YW brings suggestions of what

BeezNest has already worked on (related to skills) in Chamilo. The discussion centers around the
objectives of the project and whether to extend the recruiter role to some very useful features or
not. One of the added values offered by the SILKC platform can be to connect “dream jobs” with
actual job offers, by recruiters. Here are some ideas that might be developed in the future

○ offer recruiters the possibility to check how many people in the database match a certain
profile they are building, even before they publish it. Also allow them to see how many
people are “close” to matching the profile they are looking for.

○ allow recruiters to publish job offers
○ alert final users about job offers that match their current skills *OR* alert them of offers that

match the skills for their dream job (and on the path to which they are progressing)
○ allow recruiters to contact users directly or not
○ allow users to report whether they are open to offers or not

Screenshots



Next meeting
A meeting with OIC is scheduled for the 31st of August.
We will then meet again tentatively on the 3rd of September to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & trainings data



TS & YL will iterate a bit further on improvements to the current interface
YW will test the import of institutions and training
YW will try and progress on the automated testing environment
YW will review English translations for the application
YW will review the survey/questionnaire built by PR (WP3 folder)
PR will define the interface necessary for recruiters

WP 3 Meeting n°22, August 31st, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the
preparation of the first user testing of the platform.

Event: 22nd WP3 meeting

Date: See title



Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND (PR), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Anna Bartosiewicz (AB), Marta (M), OIC

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the preparation of the first round of end user testing of the demo application
09:30: Welcome and meeting objectives
09:40: Review of current application status
10:10: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● AB mentions she couldn’t test the app because she wouldn’t receive the confirmation e-mail (3

addresses tested, including OIC’s e-mail and O2). Maybe SPAM filtered?
● AB mentions that otherwise, by looking at the videos, the application really helps making sense of

the work we have done so far, and that it looks really nice
● YW explains that there is an import procedure for institutions and training but that it will need

post-import review by OIC, and that he needs the data file in Polish so as to offer the training
information in Polish to Polish users. AB will send the Polish data later this week.

● PR discusses the app test questionnaire, which will first be sent to the partners. The partners will
have to complete the questionnaire but also provide feedback *on* the questionnaire itself. The
goal is to start with final users testing in November.

● AB mentions OIC has collected the survey results from around 300 final users regarding their
professional goals etc (end users survey from 2020)

● AB asks whether the application will also be in Polish, because this could facilitate access for
Polish jobseekers in the testing procedure. YW mentions he will send the language file next week
to be translated from English to Polish.

● AB asks for a profile to be defined for end users testers. It will depend on the questionnaire itself.
YW: As the Machine Learning algo is unlikely to be ready for early November, the questions should



not focus on the helpfulness of the results. PR: rather on the feeling of possible helpfulness in the
future, and understandability of the application.

● PR mentions that for the MYLK project, some in-person user testing was made, which was really
helpful because it provided complete surveys and a deep-down analysis of users behavior.

● AB mentions that in-person testing might not be possible in November because of COVID-related
restrictions still changing. It will be clearer in October.

● PR the questionnaire will need to be reviewed by all partners by the end of September
● We agree on the following agenda:

○ next week:
■ app to include recruiter role
■ import of Polish data to be completed
■ translation file to be sent to OIC (and UNIVPM)
■ end-users survey (beta version) to be sent to partners for internal filling and

feedback
○ end of September:

■ survey results and feedback back from all partners
○ October:

■ platform improved based on feedback
■ work to be done on questionnaires for end-users

○ November:
■ End-users testing by OIC

Screenshots

No screenshot related to this meeting.

Next meeting
The next meeting is a dev progress meeting on the 3rd of September.

TO DO
See agenda above

WP 3 Meeting n°23, September the 3rd, 2021



hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 23rd WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution



Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
11:40: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● YW could import Polish data much more easily than Belgian data thanks to the changes applied to

the import process by TS
● YW: a Polish file is almost ready to share (only missing a few corrections)
● YW: the review process for imported institutions and training is tedious.
● TS: recruiter interface has been polished
● TS: “Get location” link added under the map plugin to make JSON import easier. YW: we should try

to allow for the location string to be shown and injected into the approval form, if not too
complicated.

● All: discussion about the exchanges with the Machine Learning algorithm and what we can expect
from it (in preparation for September 7th meeting with UniVPM)

Screenshots

No specific screenshot for this meeting.

Next meeting
A meeting with UniVPM is scheduled for the 7th of September.
We will then meet again tentatively on the 10th of September to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
TS & YL will iterate a bit further on improvements to the current interface.
YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will review the individual’s survey from Poland to see if the set of surveyed people can be simplified.



YW will document a data dictionary on the wiki and a set of data to be exchanged with the Machine
Learning algorithm

WP 3 Meeting n°24, September the 7th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 24th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet



__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND (PR below), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Arianna (A below), Marco (M below), UniVPM

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development of the Machine Learning algorithm

09:30: Welcome and meeting objectives
09:40: Discussion around the needs for the project and the ML algorithm
10:10: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● YW explains the current situation to Marco and reminds the project is meant to be Open Source,

so UniVPM will need to make the code available to all, and that SILKC is already public on Github.
● MM answers a few questions from the e-mail YW sent a few days ago:

○ a parallel repository or branch can be created on top of the SILKC project with the code
necessary to install and train the ML algorithm. YW specifies the SILKC project is already
on Github and the ML should be worked on as a fork + new branch and sent as Pull
Requests to the main project. M agrees.

○ initial data import will be made from SQL, JSON or Excel files
○ later API calls will be made in JSON format (M will send examples)

● MM asks for the amount of data that we have at the moment (300 personal survey results, raw
data for now)

● MM asks what types of information will be asked to the ML system. YW mentions the wiki pages of
the project that have been published to prepare the meeting. MM says this is what he needed.

● YW asks what to expect in terms of timeframes for the implementation. MM mentions there would
be a need for 2 weeks of initial analysis of data, and then a series of iterations (in his experience, a
maximum of 7 iterations), each will take about 2 weeks. Iterations would be a slight reshape of the
data each time to improve the algorithm.

● The burden remains on YW for now to provide clean data so that M can start analyzing.



Screenshots

No specific screenshot for this meeting.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will then meet again tentatively on the 10th of September to discuss progress
further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
TS & YL will iterate a bit further on improvements to the current interface.
YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will review the individual’s survey from Poland to see if the set of surveyed people can be simplified.

WP 3 Meeting n°25, September the 10th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 25th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Yves Lemée (YL
below), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
11:30: Reminder of future tasks & objectives

Meeting details
● All partners had a lot on their hands this week (return to schools) so work on the SILKC project

was not as prolific as usual.
● PR reminds YW of the agenda needs for the meeting on transnational meetings



● YW could not progress on Polish data import
● YW recounted the meeting with UNIVPM in order to inform the developers on what they would

have to develop in the future.
● YW asks about progress on the multilingual aspect. None so far. Discussion ensues to organize

this.
● TS improvements have been made to the way the system shows imported location data

Screenshots

No specific screenshot for this meeting.

Next meeting
We will then meet again tentatively on the 17th of September to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
TS & YL will iterate a bit further on improvements to the current interface.
YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will review the individual’s survey from Poland to see if the set of surveyed people can be simplified.

WP 3 Meeting n°26, September the 17th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting around WP3 was held through Google Meet to update each other on the progress
of WP3.

Event: 26th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND, Tony SAHRAOUI (TS below), Yves Lemée (YL
below), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the development progress for the application and the import of individuals’
survey data.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:10: Review of current application status
12:10: Reminder of future tasks & objectives



Meeting details
● YW reviews, with all participants, the spreadsheet file provided by OIC (results from the individuals

survey for over 300 people). There are several issues with data format, but the most significant one
is the “free specification” of skills and occupations, which will require some adaptation work. PR
helps decide which fields should be included in the final application and why. Arguments have
been added to the spreadsheet document in Google on column titles. Some data will be
“interpreted” to make it match the system’s logic.

● TS presents the addition of translations to the SILKC application. Translations have been added to
the interface (normal framework translation process) (not yet complete nor validated by partners)
as well as to the occupations and skills (complex import procedure from ESCO).

● YW asks for a translation procedure if NL and ES were to be added (to be documented by TS).

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bz_dyN1r6ZsvWRzkyvfqVLskEgk2ayLM/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=110248557480924962235&rtpof=true


Screenshots

Next meeting
A special meeting with all partners regarding the transnational meetings organization in the COVID context
will be held on the 20th of September.
We will then meet again tentatively on the 24th of September to discuss progress further.



TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
TS & YL will iterate a bit further on improvements to the current interface.
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will update the survey results to a valid importable format.
YW will prepare a suggested JSON structure for TS to work on.
TS will subsequently work on a users import procedure.
TS will document the translations import procedure (TRANSLATE.md?)

WP 3 Meeting n°27, September the 20th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about transnational meetings organizations was held through Google Meet.



Event: 27th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND (PR), Haikara

Anna Bartosiewicz (AB), OIC

Arianna Vecchi (AV), UniVPM

Yannick WARNIER (YW below), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the organization of transnational meetings.

09:30: Welcome and meeting objectives
09:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● PR reminds the project deadlines and that we will not (reasonably) have time for all the scheduled

meetings
● PR asks for specific rules for every country, but nothing seems to block travels in a strict way
● YW shares https://reopen.europa.eu/ to check all updated rules
● All agree we should plan for possible cancellations with a 2-weeks span before the event
● PR shares his suggestions, that we have:

○ one meeting at UNIVPM (Italy) in October 2021
○ one meeting at BeezNest (Belgium) in February 2022
○ one meeting at OIC (Poland) in April 2022

● All agree in principle

https://reopen.europa.eu/


● All discuss the details of the October meeting in Italy. 2nd and 4th weeks of October are fine for all,
and 1st week of November, with some details for the different members

● AV says she will send a Doodle to check the availability of everyone involved
● AV mentions she will be leaving UniVPM, so coordination for this meeting will be handed to Marina.



Screenshots
No relevant screenshot for this session.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 24th of September (later postponed to 27th) to
discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
TS & YL will iterate a bit further on improvements to the current interface.
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will update the survey results to a valid importable format.
YW will prepare a suggested JSON structure for TS to work on.
TS will subsequently work on a users import procedure.
TS will document the translations import procedure (TRANSLATE.md?)
AV will share a Doodle to confirm the dates

WP 3 Meeting n°27, September the 27th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC platform development progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 28th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe RAYMOND (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the organization of transnational meetings.

16:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
16:30: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW explains the e-mail he sent with the tentative users import file
● YW explains that additional changes (additional skills per training) will be done manually in the



platform as they would otherwise require much more time to develop an automated import
procedure and there are only very few of them (as stated by AB of OIC)

● YW also explains he received the Polish version of the institutional survey from Poland and that he
will modify the Polish import file accordingly

● TS confirms he’s seen the user import format and can work on it
● We agree to meet on Friday and, depending on progress, to reload the whole SILKC portal with the

import data in order to provide UNIVPM with starting data in SQL format



Screenshots
No relevant screenshot for this session.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 1st of October to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
TS & YL will iterate a bit further on improvements to the current interface.
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
TS will work on a users import procedure.
TS will document the translations import procedure (TRANSLATE.md?)
AV will share a Doodle to confirm the dates for the transnational meeting.

WP 3 Meeting n°29, October the 1st, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC platform development progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 29th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Tony Sahraoui (TS), Yves Lemée (YL), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the organization of transnational meetings.

16:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
16:30: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW is slightly late for the translation of the Polish institutional survey import format. He will work on

this this afternoon.
● TS has documented the language import process
● TS has several observations on the import format for users:

○ the cost is always null (should be “0” from time to time, following YW’s comments)
○ the currency is not mentioned (should be “Zlotis” for this file). YW will add it.



○ an institution needs an e-mail. YW explains it can be generated from the main domain
○ the training language is not managed by the software -> TS will add it to the application
○ the user’s professional experience is not managed by the software -> TS will add it to the

application as a “When did you start working?” field so it is always up to date
● TS: for re-installation, additional languages could be added
● With these changes in, the teams will reinstall local and online applications and YW will (probably

Tuesday) send a dump of the data to Marco of UniVPM for the first treatment to be made

Screenshots
No relevant screenshot for this session.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 8th of October to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
TS & YL will iterate a bit further on improvements to the current interface.
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
TS will work on a users import procedure.
TS will document the translations import procedure (TRANSLATE.md?)
AV will share a Doodle to confirm the dates for the transnational meeting.

WP 3 Meeting n°30, October the 8th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC platform development progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 30th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS), Yves Lemée (YL),
Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the organization of transnational meetings.

16:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
16:30: Conclusions



Meeting details
● YW is late for the translation of the Polish surveys: the surveys provided did not match the initial

version, despite color markup to show changes, so each record has to be analyzed manually (to
avoid doing the whole JSON transformation again, which is longer)

● YW recounts the progress of last week and explains the plan for the next 2 months: with the
transnational meeting at UNIVPM planned for early December, it would be good to provide the data
(in the form of a SQL dump) to UniVPM early next week so they can start working on it and run a
first iteration of the Machine Learning (ML) algorithm in the next 3 weeks, so comments can be
provided and some progress can be made to document technical progress in December (being
there face to face will help clarify doubts about the ML algorithm).

● To do this, YW needs to provide 3 JSON files (Belgium, unaltered, Poland institutions, translated
and individual polish survey, fixed - some data points noted in last meeting need to be fixed). Then
TS will reinstall silkc-platform.org with the translations, import the files, and export a dump that will
be sent to UNIVPM for analysis and mounting the first demo ML algo

Screenshots
No relevant screenshot for this session.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 8th of October to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
AV will share a Doodle to confirm the dates for the transnational meeting.
YW will deliver the translations/fixes of the survey files transformed into JSON for import

WP 3 Meeting n°31, October the 15th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC platform development progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 31st WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW), BeezNest Belgium



Agenda
This meeting is focused on the organization of transnational meetings.

15:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
15:30: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW delivered all the changes to the import files and TS could import them in the final system.
● YW has issues installing the system and importing the data (apparently the production portal is

also empty of data). He is expecting an SQL dump from TS to forward it to UNIVPM with the
relevant information.

Screenshots
No relevant screenshot for this session.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 8th of October to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.

WP 3 Meeting n°32, October the 22nd, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC platform development progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 32nd WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW), BeezNest Belgium



Agenda
This meeting is focused on the organization of transnational meetings.

14:30: Welcome and meeting objectives
15:00: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW has had issues with the installation process. TS reviews the issues with him and we find one

error in the installation process description, and one error in the import process, and fix them
● YW mentions he will have to send the dump file again to UNIVPM with the corrections, and edit the

wiki to update it to the new data structure

Screenshots
No relevant screenshot for this session.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 29th of October to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will update the wiki regarding the data structure
YW will send the new dump to UNIVPM

WP 3 Meeting n°33, November the 5th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project organization (meetings and documents) was held through
Google Meet.

Event: 33rd WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW), BeezNest Belgium



Agenda
This meeting is focused on the organization of transnational meetings.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:30: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW sent 4 e-mails to UNIVPM regarding the data dump and a prior analysis of the data for

inclusion in a Machine Learning algorithm
○ 2021-10-19: sending initial dump and asking for analysis (answered by Marco on

2021-10-20, saying he would look at it on 2021-11-01)
○ 2021-10-28: sending an updated version of the dump (no answer)
○ 2021-11-05: asking for an update (no answer a few hours later)

● YW asks PR about the organization of the February meeting in Belgium -> will be discussed at the
December meeting in Ancona

● YW asks PR about the status of the articles on the website. PR will update the status for all.
● YW asks PR details about the partner survey (delayed on BeezNest’s side). Available in WP3’s

“partners platform test” shared folder
● YW asks PR details about the technical analysis documents (D2.1 and D3.1 available from the

MYLK project in the WP3 folder)

Screenshots
No relevant screenshot for this session.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 11th of November to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform test and technical documentation.
YW will follow up on UniVPM’s analysis of the dump.
PR will write to partners for more information about the Ancona meeting.
PR will update partners on the status of articles writing.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project organization (meetings and documents) was held through
Google Meet.

Event: 34th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________



Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the organization of transnational meetings.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:30: Conclusions

Meeting details
● Preparation of the international meeting in December
● Review of readiness of https://silkc-platform.org and report to developers

Screenshots
No relevant screenshot for this session.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 19th of November to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform test and technical documentation.
YW will follow up on UniVPM’s analysis of the dump.
PR will write to partners for more information about the Ancona meeting.
PR will update partners on the status of articles writing.

https://silkc-platform.org
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project organization (meetings and documents) was held through
Google Meet.

Event: 35th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________



Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW), BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the organization of transnational meetings.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:30: Conclusions

Meeting details
● PR: Review of current state of silkc-platform.org as developers start a new debug run
● YW: started technical docs writing (D3.1 & D3.2)
● PR & YW share some worries on whether UNIVPM will be able to deliver some output for the ML

algorithm preparation, as data was delivered on the 19th of October (one month ago) but no
feedback was provided yet. Iterations were initially reported by Marco as taking about 3 weeks, so
by saying he would start looking on the 1st of November, there is still until the 22nd of November to
complete a first iteration, and then only one more week before the transnational meeting

● YW will prepare technical questions ahead of the meeting, regarding web services to feed and
consult the ML algorithm

Screenshots
No relevant screenshot for this session.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 19th of November to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.



(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform tests and technical documentation.
YW will follow up on UniVPM’s analysis of the dump.

WP 3 Meeting n°36, November the 26th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project organization (meetings and documents) was held through
Google Meet.

Event: 36th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet



__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS), Yves Lemée (YL) -
Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the progress of the application development.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:30: Conclusions

Meeting details
● Two additional short meetings were held during the week to identify small issues.
● Most of this meeting is spent reviewing small issues with the import of data (sometimes caused by

an imprecise JSON file) and their visualization.

Screenshots
No relevant screenshot for this session.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 19th of November to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform tests and technical documentation.
YW will follow up on UniVPM’s analysis of the dump.



TS and YL will polish the application.

WP 3 Meeting n°37, December the 2nd, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 37th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________



Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS), Yves Lemée (YL) -
Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the progress of the application development.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
12:00: Conclusions

Meeting details
● We review the application together. The interface has been improved but there are still some

issues (fixed on the fly by TS).
● Some possible improvements are reported, like adding the name of the institution to each training,

to help differentiate them. TS and YL will work on that.
● Some data coming from the data import is not as good as it could. For example, training in the

institutions list do not offer any acquired skill, although some of the training do have an acquired
skill reported in the initial institutional surveys. YW will review them and send TS a new term for the
acquired skills (an array in the import JSON).

Screenshots
No relevant screenshot for this session.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 17th of December to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.



(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform tests and technical documentation.
YW will follow up on UniVPM’s analysis of the dump.
TS and YL will polish the application.

WP 3 Meeting n°38a, December the 17th, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 38th(a) WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet



__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Marco Mameli (MM) - UniVPM

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the progress of the Machine Learning algorithm development.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
12:00: Conclusions

Meeting details
● MM shows the initial code for the Machine Learning (ML) algorithm. He has opened a new

repository at https://github.com/marcomameli1992/datanalysis which he made accessible to the
other participants of this meeting. It is about 20% complete now (YW estimate) and MM says it will
probably be working soon after Christmas. He answers a few questions on the general logic.

● We free MM from the meeting
● YW mentions he is a bit late with the review of the survey import using all skills instead of one per

training. He hopes to be completing it next week.
● YW feeds TS some information about the meeting and how things are planned to progress (using

command-line ML algo, sending specific data to feed the algo, return format probably in JSON,
how the algo sees the data - clustering, vectors, etc -). As a result of the way the algorithm treats
the data in vectors, things like price and language could be improved to only provide numbers
(currency would have to be converted to a common currency, languages could be expressed as
numbers).

● YW mentions there is a need to have 3 different platforms by the end of January:
○ one for development
○ one for demo to institutions (with fake data)
○ one for testing (initially with fake data, but that would collect real data and become the

production platform before the end of the project)
● PR & YW discuss the test platform and the fact that it should not have manual validations enabled

https://github.com/marcomameli1992/datanalysis


during testing (because it will be supervised testing by OIC)
● PR mentions he’s reported to his team the many observations made during the demo at the

transnational meeting, and that his team already started working on that

Screenshots
No relevant screenshot for this session.

Next meeting
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 23rd of December to discuss progress
further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform tests and technical documentation.
MM will progress on the ML algo development and report at next meeting.
TS and YL will polish the application based on observations made at the transnational meeting.
YW will review the survey import format to include several skills obtained through training.
TS will check single currency conversion mechanism to avoid multiple currencies to be treated by the ML
algo.

WP 3 Meeting n°38(b), December the 23rd, 2021

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Screenshots 4
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 38th(b) WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Marco Marmeli (MM) - UniVPM

Philippe Raymond (PR) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the progress of the Machine Learning algorithm development.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
12:00: Conclusions



Meeting details
● MM progressed on the feature extractor and the development of the model
● MM started tests of the classification model
● MM made already incremental improvements to the feature extractor (for it to go faster)
● MM shows an example of command sent to check the classification model (no recommendation

result can be extracted from that yet)
● MM shows a schema about how the feature extraction and inference algorithm will work and

explains we will have the liberty to decide when to re-train the algorithm. He suggests we might
want to do that every 1000 new records in our database.

● TS has added a currency conversion mechanism to avoid multiple currencies to be treated by the
ML algo.

Screenshots

Next meeting
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 7th of January 2022 to discuss progress
further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will follow up with FOREM for jobs & training data.
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform tests and technical documentation.



MM will progress on the ML algo development and report at next meeting.
TS and YL will polish the application based on observations made at the transnational meeting.
YW will review the survey import format to include several skills obtained through training.

WP 3 Meeting n°39, January the 7th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 39th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________



Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Marco Marmeli (MM) - UniVPM

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the progress of the Machine Learning algorithm development.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
12:00: Conclusions

Meeting details
● MM progressed on the ML algorithm and decided to implement 3 indicators to the algorithm quality:

homogeneity score, completeness score and a mix between both of these
● MM explains the next step will be to finish the inference function and test it
● MM plans the command line to train the algo and the URL to query the algo and return results in

JSON format should be ready within 2 to 3 weeks, so the testing could start at the latest around the
8th of February

● MM is thanked and relieved from the meeting
● YW explains the challenges of identifying all skills required and obtained in the Polish training

survey. A lot of skills are only barely relatable to ESCO skills.
● YW and TS analyze the way the ESCO skills are imported into the SILKC platform: the skills

groups are not imported, which *could* be an issue in the future, but it does not seem to be a
problem right now. TS suggests they should be imported just in case. YW agrees.



Screenshots

Next meeting
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 14th of January 2022 to discuss
progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform tests and technical documentation.
MM will progress on the ML algo development and report at next meeting.
YW will review the survey import format to include several (required and obtained) skills of  training
sessions.
TS and YL will import skills groups from ESCO, and wait for the updated data from YW to import again
(with more skills related to training).

WP 3 Meeting n°40, January the 14th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 40th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Marco Marmeli (MM) - UniVPM

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium



Agenda
This meeting is focused on the progress of the Machine Learning algorithm development.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
12:00: Conclusions

Meeting details
● MM progressed on the ML algorithm and added 2 indicators to the ones defined previously:

silhouette_coefficient (measuring interchanges - distance between each center of cluster -
measured with extrapolated examples - if close to 0: cluster overlap, not good) and davies_bouldin
(similarity of clusters : 0.2-0.3 are usually good results)

● MM will now be working on the main script and testing if everything works.
● MM on 18/01/2022 should have finished main file and a terminal (command line) procedure to train

the network
● MM next step will be the API to send more data
● MM next step will be the API to query the results (should be ready at the very end of February)
● MM will not be available on the 21st of January but will send an update either on the 18th or before

the meeting
● YW explains to TS that we should keep a dump of the current database (before the update of the

import JSON file) so as to compare the algorithm before and after the update (first data point)

Screenshots
None

Next meeting
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 21st of January 2022 to discuss
progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform tests and technical documentation.
MM will progress on the ML algo development and report by e-mail before the next meeting.
YW will review the survey import format to include several (required and obtained) skills of  training
sessions.
TS and YL will import skills groups from ESCO, and wait for the updated data from YW to import again
(with more skills related to training).



WP 3 Meeting n°41, January the 21st, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 41st WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________



Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the progress of the Machine Learning algorithm development.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
12:00: Conclusions

Meeting details
● MM progressed on the ML algorithm’s main script but did not send an e-mail nor instructions on

how to run the algorithm, which does not seem to have been completed as expected and
suggested during the last meeting. This increases the risk of the system not being ready by the 1st
of February, so YW will let Anna know that we are at least 15 days late

● TS, YW and PR checked the code on MM’s repository to try and execute the script. While YW
could get the main.py file to run (not doing anything except reading config files, because parts are
commented out and parsing of data sources is not enabled), TS could not get the right
environment setup on the silkc-platform.org web server due to Python’s version mismatch, so
Haikara (responsible for that server) will look for an alternative.

● TS, YW and PR review the current online platform. Data from previous imports are still there, so
this should be cleaned up. YW will provide TS with the updated import files on Monday. Data from
the fresh Polish institutions import format has been correctly updated, with required skills
appearing as expected.

● YW explains transforming the import files to have the right acquired skills was nightmare-ish. It
would be much better, from now on, to import data directly into the platform so as to force inputters
to enter data respecting ESCO

● PR mentions observations sent by Anna Bartosiewicz by e-mail about the application have been
attended. One e-mail pending to ask for more details.

Screenshots
None



Next meeting
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 28th of January 2022 to discuss
progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform tests and technical documentation.
MM will progress on the ML algo development and report by e-mail before the next meeting.
TS and YL will import skills groups from ESCO, and wait for the updated data from YW to import again
(with more skills related to training).
YW will send an e-mail to Anna and the group to inform of a demo platform clean-up.
YW will send an e-mail to Anna and the group to inform about delays in getting the platform fully-functional
with the algorithm.
YW will send an e-mail to TS with the 3 files for a fresh import (institutional file for Belgium needs a skills
match review first).

WP 3 Meeting n°42, January the 28th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 42nd WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the progress of the platform development in preparation for the institutional
testing by OIC, initially planned for early February.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
12:00: Conclusions

Meeting details
● MM (Marco Mameli) canceled his participation to the meeting due to time constraints. He mentions

he could not progress due to conflicting schedules and having many lectures to give at the
university (PR sent an e-mail to MP yesterday to ask to book more time for MM on this project as
we are getting late on schedule for the testing, and so for the whole project)

● YW provided the Polish and Belgian institutional surveys to TS earlier in the week.



● TS updated the portal data with a fresh installation and import of this new data.
● YW confirms he tested it and the data looks good.
● PR, TS and YW go through the platform and detect a few minor issues:

○ admin interface does not translate ESCO skills and jobs
○ admin skills search is a bit slow
○ public training search orders results alphabetically by default. It should be based on match

percentage (from high to low)
○ public training search searches on the exact start and end date of the training results, which

is too shortsighted (should be a range)
○ when opening two training details in the search results, the first one loses the opened state

and just shows “hide info” when the info is already hidden.
○ when clicking on a previous search, it requires 2 clicks to refresh

● PR, TS and YW briefly discuss the recruiter interface. YW will test it some more before the next
meeting and provide suggestions for improvements

● YW explains the current results really provide a better user experience and generate willingness to
use the platform for real

● YW and PR discuss future events

Screenshots
See last section (many screenshots this time).

Next meeting
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 4th of February 2022 to discuss
progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform tests and technical documentation.
MM will progress on the ML algo development.
YW will test the recruiter interface and provide suggestions.
TS and YL will work on fixing the minor issues detected today.
YW will send an updated dump of data to MM for data training.



Screenshots (continued)









WP 3 Meeting n°43, February the 4th, 2022



hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 43rd WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution



Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Marco Mameli (MM) - UniVPM

Agenda
This meeting is focused on the progress of the platform development in preparation for the institutional
testing by OIC, initially planned for early February.

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
12:00: Conclusions

Meeting details
● MM shows his progress on the Machine Learning front. His work progress has been delayed as he

has been impacted by the pandemic, having to substitute other teachers at the university because
they were ill. He has been able to progress before this meeting, though.

● The training API is testable. It works both with a CSV source and a live MySQL source (we didn’t
discuss the differences between the 2 methods) and the result codes are either 201 (success) or
404 (error), but that’s the only level of detail we have for now.

● MM asks if we would like to have machine learning model quality metrics shown in the results of
the training API. YW confirms.

● YW notes that api.py integrates all elements relative to the training, with the (def) start_api method
being the central element.

● MM added the –api option to the main.py script. If not using –dataset, the main.py assumes the
database has to be used.

● MM says he will send us an e-mail with the exact command to be launched to test the algorithm
● MM tested the API with Postman with the following endpoint:

https://127.0.0.1:5000/training/[nothing|file|database]
● MM indicates the inference algo API is not ready yet. At first it will return the number of clusters.

YW intervenes and mentions we need to receive recommendations on training IDs. Given MM’s
apparent misunderstanding of the expected result, YW goes through the wiki documentation of the
expected input and output of the training and inference APIs. He explains not all data is important
at this time, as we must focus on having a minimal viable product soon. MM seems surprised to
see them there and asks if this is new, but YW shows it is there and has been edited the last time
on the 28th of October (i.e. before the meeting in Italy).

● MM asks if it would be possible to send him a query of what the algorithm needs to get from the
database, as apparently he got on the wrong path there. YW confirms he will send it to replace
whatever view query is currently used in data_aggragator.py.

● MM asks if we could test the training algorithm on our own computers as it hangs and doesn’t
finish on his computer (he uses a limit of 750 records to avoid the algo crashing). Others agree to
test locally.

● YW insists to MM that we are late on schedule and that we are in a hurry because OIC testing is



waiting for the system to be ready
● MM leaves the meeting, YW recaps everything with PR and TS.
● TS: The small issues reported last time have been tended to.

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 4th of February 2022 to discuss
progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
MM will progress on the ML algo development (inference API functional).
MM will update the README file of the project to make sure others can test.
YW will test the recruiter interface and provide suggestions.
YW will send a new query to MM for the training algorithm.
YW and TS will test the training API once MM has updated the README.

WP 3 Meeting n°44, February the 9th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Meeting details 3
Screenshots 3
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 44th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on testing the partial ML algo by UniVPM

10:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
10:45: Conclusions



Meeting details
● YW goes through the exchanges he had with Marco Mameli (MM) in previous days about queries

to the database and setting up the system. There has been a relatively continued exchange around
the queries (not using the is_validated filter because too strict, getting descriptions and labels or
not)

● In a first live test of the main.py script by YW, the process is interrupted (Python errors of unknown
modules) by missing dependencies (fixed after the meeting in another conference with MM, there
were missing dependencies in the dependencies declaration).

● YW reports he believes MM didn’t fully grasp the sense of the model that would be useful for the
SILKC application. YW tried explaining to MM that descriptions and labels were not useful, but he’s
not sure MM got it, and MM being the specialist on the topic, YW has doubts regarding who is right
on this one. Getting the idea wrongly could mean days or weeks of delay to the algorithm.

● We postpone the testing to next Friday, for the meeting with MM.
● PR mentions the current application server still does not support Python or PIP in the version

required by the algorithm.
● YW mentions to PR and TS that BeezNest could take care (financially and technically) of a virtual

machine for the sake of having the server running for a few months in “demo mode”. PR will
discuss this internally at Haikara.

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 11th of February 2022 to discuss
progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
MM will progress on the ML algo development (inference API functional).
MM will update the README file of the project to make sure others can test.
YW will test the recruiter interface and provide suggestions.
YW will send a new query to MM for the training algorithm.
YW and TS will test the training API once MM has updated the README.

WP 3 Meeting n°45, February the 11th, 2022



hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 45th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara



Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Marco Mameli (MM) - UniVPM

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the ML algo by UniVPM

10:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
10:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● MM asks for help understanding technical issues with sending his code to the main project. YW

helps out and explains how Pull Requests work.
● MM explains what he’s been working on. The queries have changes slightly, the training is made

on 4 fields (mostly) and there is a first version of a working inference API that returns *one*
training. Changes have been made to unite the configuration files into one single file. He
implemented a training with a test dataset of 20% of the original, which is a common choice in
machine learning. He also tried to implement a confusion matrix but the execution takes too much
time, so he will try to optimize it. MM uses a “dropnan” function to remove null rows, and converts
the degree of requirability of a skill( for an occupation) to integer (from “essential” or “optional”) to
make it easier to compute.

● YW explains the inference API should return a list. MM says he will fix it.
● YW asks why the input to the API is composed of 4 parameters that are related to the query

(user_occupation_id, skill_occupation_id, skill_id, relation_type_int). He explains the most
important request would be a request asking for a dream “occupation_id” and getting several
training ids in return. The second most important would be looking for a dream “skill_id” and getting
several training ids in return. MM seems to learn that now, and explains he can do that but he
would need help with the queries. YW mentions he will send them in 30’ after the meeting.

● Feeling there is still some misunderstanding, YW goes once again through the wiki documentation
of the project to show what information we are planning on sending with each Machine Learning
algo request. An exchange is held between YW and MM around this. MM seems to be getting the
concept that these will be the info sent to the algorithm at some point in the future (to drastically
improve the algo).

● MM says that, to provide 2 APIs for the two request types, he will have to work on it next Monday
and have the queries ready.

● MM answers a series of questions of YW regarding the algorithm’s implementation, in a
screen-sharing session into MM’s code.

● YW tries to transmit the urgency of the situation to MM.
● MM leaves the meeting
● YW and PR are worried that we only have a very partial system at the moment, but there are

definitely considerable improvements in the understanding of the project now, which weren’t there
before, which is encouraging, and the announced delay (Monday) to get a working version is a
positive element.



● YW, PR and TS will meet next Thursday to review the API before the Friday meeting with MM.

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 17th of February 2022 to make some tests on top
of MM’s work.
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 18th of February 2022 to discuss
progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
MM will progress on the ML algo development (inference API functional), in particular having one API for a
search based on an occupation_id, and one API for a search based on a skill_id.
YW will test the recruiter interface and provide suggestions.
YW and TS will test the training API once MM has updated the README.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.

WP 3 Meeting n°46, February the 17th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 46th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Marco Mameli (MM) - UniVPM

Note: the meeting with MM was planned for Friday but was moved to
Thursday on his request one day prior (graduation event to attend on
Friday)

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the ML algo by UniVPM

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives



11:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● MM presents his progress on the ML algorithm. It now does the whole training on the right data

and offers a return value. The return value only shows one result (during the last meeting, we had
agreed it should send a *list* of training as a result). MM argues this is because there is only one
training for each occupation. YW mentions this seems wrong and he will check.

● MM details he’s changed the mapping configuration, ordered the configuration file, divided the
system into two different models, enabled different endpoints by model. He shows how the API
calls should be made. Everything works fine, except for the results format and number of items,
which seems wrong to YW.

● MM promises he will send an e-mail with the Postman configuration to query the API (he does,
shortly after the meeting)

● MM leaves the session and the rest of the team continues
● YW tests live and confirms there are more results in his dataset than what was shown by MM
● YW reviews code changes by MM over the last week to understand the changes.
● The general impression is that MM did not have a lot of time (again) to work on the project, so he

depends a lot on us to find the right information to analyze, despite the documentation being
available since October for that, and the return format was not multiple as expected.

● YW will send a detailed e-mail to MM giving a better query to differentiate between training
sessions, together with an expected result format

● PR, TS and YW will meet again tomorrow to make sure they take the opportunity to progress if MM
sends a new version by then.

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again on the 18th of February 2022 to make some tests on top of MM’s
work.
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 25th of February 2022 to discuss
progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
YW will test the recruiter interface and provide suggestions.
YW and TS will test the training API once MM has updated the README.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 47th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________



Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the ML algo by UniVPM

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW mentions there are no changes since yesterday. We exchange worries about the planning.
● YW will send an e-mail to Marco asking to move to the next step: include more input to the

inference functions, so we can move ahead with the whole implementation and possibly help out to
unload MM and progress faster.

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 25th of February 2022 to discuss
progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
YW will test the recruiter interface and provide suggestions.
YW and TS will test the training API once MM has updated the README.



PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.
YW will send an e-mail to MM asking for a more complete implementation.

WP 3 Meeting n°48, February the 25th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 48th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet



__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Marco Mameli (MM) - UniVPM

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the ML algo by UniVPM

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● MM explains the progress over the last week. The results of the inference function is now correctly

structured, but the results all show an accuracy of 1.0, which happens because the SQL query is
very simplistic.

● MM explains that adding new parameters to the training and inference algorithms is now made
easily (if the data is purely numerical) by adding those fields into the configuration.json file

● MM goes through the fields in YW’s latest e-mail and explains that certain fields are filters and
should not go through a proper Machine Learning modeling. Instead, they should be used as
post-processing filters, once the first result is out

● MM will work on a description for the calculation of the “score” (accuracy) given for each result and
for the total for the result set.

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 4th of March 2022 to discuss progress
further.



TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
YW will test the recruiter interface and provide suggestions.
YW and TS will test the training API once MM has updated the README.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.
YW will send an e-mail to MM asking for a more complete implementation.

WP 3 Meeting n°49, March the 1st, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.



Event: 49th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sarhaoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the ML algo by UniVPM

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW explains the last meeting with MM to PR and TS
● Essentially, the Machine Learning algorithm implementation is now a glorified SQL query, which is

not enough, and UniVPM’s contribution is lacking in terms of leadership on that aspect of the
project. We need guidance.

● YW will write an e-mail to Marina, Chiara and Emanuele to ask for an organizational meeting

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.



Next meeting
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 4th of March 2022 to discuss progress
further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
YW will test the recruiter interface and provide suggestions.
YW and TS will test the training API once MM has updated the README.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.
YW will send an e-mail to Marina, Chiara and Emanuele to ask for an organizational meeting

WP 3 Meeting n°50, March the 4th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 50th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Marina Paolanti (MP), Rocco Pietrini (RP) - UniVPM

Philippe Raymond (PR) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the ML algo by UniVPM

15:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
15:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW explains the current situation:

○ Marco Mameli (MM) initially proposed a query that didn’t make much sense in terms of
SILKC data structure understanding. YW rewrote the query but over-simplified it to make
sure we could focus on getting the right process working.

○ As a result, we got to a working process now, but the ML system is not at any useful stage



right now.
○ Haikara and BeezNest now have a “better” understanding of how the ML process should

work (20 on a scale of 100 ?), but no clear idea of whether to split between different models
for different sets of inferences or to use the two main models, nor how we can query the
data to enrich the ML algorithm.

○ MM had issues running one query because he does that on his laptop is understandable for
an individual, but not as representative of an institution.

● YW explains what is expected of UniVPM
○ That UNIVPM would *really* analyze the data structure (as data scientists) and come up

with extended data queries that allow us to enable all types of searches.
○ For this, we believe that the amount of work that MM seems to have dedicated to the

project so far is not enough to get the job done before the end of the project. Let alone
before the testing that OIC has to do (which should have happened in February).

● MP reacts
○ UniVPM works in the limits of the budget inside this project
○ Every PhD student works to the best of their expectation
○ MM implemented what Haikara and BeezNest asked for
○ UniVPM is expert in the topic of Machine Learning

● RP relativises paraphrasing that Haikara and BeezNest do not know how to measure the current
level of progress in the ML algo

● YW answers
○ Haikara and BeezNest are *not* suggesting UniVPM is not expert in ML
○ The *feeling* that Haikara and BeezNest got is that MM does not really get the data

structure of the SILKC project, and don’t know if he will get it in time
● MP is *sure* MM gets it very well, but that MM’s communication might be an issue.
● MP will organize an internal meeting with RP and MM and discuss the issues noted here (next

week), then return to Haikara and BeezNest to give conclusions and planning.
● YW mentions maybe a technical meeting should be organized first to review the data structure of

SILKC, but MP says they need an internal meeting first.

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again on the 11th of March 2022 to discuss the recruiter interface.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
YW will test the recruiter interface and provide suggestions.
YW and TS will test the training API once MM has updated the README.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.
MP will organize an internal meeting and return to PR and YW.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 51th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________



Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Marina Paolanti (MP), Marco Mameli (MM) - UniVPM

Philippe Raymond (PR) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the ML algo by UniVPM

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● MM explains that, from his point of view, the algorithm cannot progress at the moment because

some tables are empty in the database, and these would return null results
● MM goes on to explain (again) in a 10000 feet view how the algorithm works
● YW mentions the tables that should be included in the query and shows a database structure

diagram (see schema in screenshots section)
● YW mentions Haikara and BeezNest are worried about how to give higher priorities to some

features (like deciding whether skills learnt in a job are more important than skills learnt through
training or not)

● MM and MP explain that by selecting weights, we are introducing bias, and that we should avoid
that as much as possible, and that the algorithm (here “Decision tree”) will decide, itself, on the
weight it assigns to each feature. This is called the “Feature Engineering phase”. This happens in
the multiclassification.py script and is saved in the model file (cluster.sav). Each subsequent
training of the model will use the previous training (cluster.sav) to keep

● YW asks how the algorithm should get feedback on whether one prediction (inference) is better
than another. MM explains the application should ask the user to give feedback on
recommendations/predictions. YW notes to PR that this should be added to the application, stored
in a table, and that this table should then be read back by the aggregator for the new training of the
model. This clears up a major lack of understanding by YW and PR regarding how the model could
improve over time.

● All agree that Haikara and BeezNest will work on extending the aggregator query to include all the
necessary tables, and that UniVPM will be consulted if needed.

● Overall, Haikara and BeezNest feel like the user feedback being essential should have been



mentioned by UniVPM at the application design phase or in early work with the Machine Learning
algo, or during the meeting at UniVPM in December.

Screenshots

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again on the 18th of March 2022 to discuss the recruiter interface.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
YW will test the recruiter interface and provide suggestions.
YW and TS will test the training API once MM has updated the README.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.
YW will try to extend the aggregator queries in a useful way and will ask MM for help if needed.
TS and YL (Haikara) will work on adding the feedback flag to the search results in the application.

WP 3 Meeting n°52, March the 18th, 2022



hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 52nd WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sarhaoui (TS) - Haikara



Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the ML algo by UniVPM

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW shares a few suggestions and bug reports regarding the SILKC application, in particular

regarding the inclusion of training in the skills history, the recording of a training as a general
interest, and the recruiter interface

○ add info in skills list for recruiters adding a new open position
○ allow the application to search (autocomplete search) on alternative names (example

XHTML for web programming)
○ in the list of open positions, show an icon to list the number of potential candidates
○ in the option to send an e-mail to candidates, add more info about what it does (mail

template, whether it is sent to open candidates or all possible candidates, show some kind
of frequency information)

○ add an option for “position fulfilled”
○ fix “interested” button for final user in results list
○ add place/date of training in final user’s list of training

● YW explains the last meeting with MP and MM to TS
● We work together on defining the requirements for the query that will aggregate the data to feed

the ML algo. We conclude we should use a list of skills rather than an occupation (which is just a
shortcut to a list of skills) to simplify the queries, but that one of the models will have to work with
just that list (for anonymous users) and the other with more inputs (for registered users).

● We agree to the conclusion from previous meeting that the feedback from the final user should
have been mentioned early by UniVPM

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
UniVPM, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 25th of March 2022 to discuss progress
further.



TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.
YW will send an e-mail to Marco Mameli regarding the new logic for the models (list of skills + anonymous
vs registered).
TS will work on the skills model aggregator query and send a proposal to YW/PR.

WP 3 Meeting n°53, March the 25th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.



Event: 53rd WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sarhaoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the ML algo by UniVPM

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● Haikara could not progress this week in the implementation of changes reported last week. A bit of

a communication issue as the team was expecting a summary e-mail by YW.
● Report by YW on the meeting with MM yesterday, where it was agreed Haikara would send a

modified query for the ML aggregator for skills (with multiple skills). MM will be waiting for that to
send an estimate as to when it would be done. YW stressed it would be great to have it in 2 weeks
because that would allow a smooth organization by OIC of the application testing.

● We discuss the organization of Monday’s meeting
● PR reminds us that the link between training and occupation is relevant and should not be

completely forgotten about. It is removed for now to simplify UniVPM’s work and get to a working
product, but it shouldn’t be forgotten from the final implementation or report on future
implementation.



Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
OIC, Haikara and BeezNest will meet again on the 28th of March 2022 for the international meeting in
Belgium.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.
TS will work on the skills model aggregator query and send a proposal to YW/PR.
YW will send an e-mail to the Haikara team with all the requirements for next week.
PR will send the agenda for the Monday/Tuesday meeting to other members of the SILKC project.

WP 3 Meeting n°53, April the 22nd, 2022
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 53rd WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sarhaoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the SILKC project

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW explains that he suffered a long delay in treating the exchange with MM (UniVPM).

Discussions follow with TS (Haikara) about the query request and the fact that much information is



lost. YW will write to MM with a new proposal of query structure.
● PR mentions all previous observations to the recruiter and search interfaces have been treated by

Haikara

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 6th of May 2022 to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.
YW will send an e-mail to Marco Mameli regarding the new logic for the models (list of skills + anonymous
vs registered).
TS will work on the skills model aggregator query and send a proposal to YW/PR.

WP 3 Meeting n°54, April the 29th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 54th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the SILKC project

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:15: Conclusions

Meeting details
● TS and YW discuss the new query to serve as aggregator for MM of UniVPM



● YW reports a problem with anonymous access to the contact form on the silkc demo portal

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 6th of May 2022 to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.
YW will send an e-mail to Marco Mameli with the new query (done)
TS will fix anonymous access to the contact form (done)

WP 3 Meeting n°55, May the 9th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 55th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the SILKC project

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:15: Conclusions

Meeting details
● PR and YW discuss the current progress of the project (not much to say) and the organization of

the Lublin meeting. An answer is expected from MM of UniVPM regarding the Machine Learning
algorithm.

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.



Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 13th of May 2022 to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.

WP 3 Meeting n°56, May the 13th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 56th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the SILKC project

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● TS, YW and PR discuss the questions sent by MM of UniVPM regarding the query to obtain the

data from the SILKC platform to enrich the ML algorithm (question not very clear - PR and YW will
have a meeting in the afternoon to clarify with MM)

● TS mentions to YW that all pending issues were fixed
● PR mentions the new Polish language pack (sent by Anna) has been imported to the platform code
● YW mentions he will be updating the Polish survey data (sent by Anna) over the following week



Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 20th of May 2022 to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.
PR and YW will meet with MM shortly to make sure the query answer is OK.
YW will import the new Polish survey data into the system.

WP 3 Meeting n°58, May the 27th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 58th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the SILKC project

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:25: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW mentions small consistency and annotation issues with the Polish institutions data update, but

that nothing is really blocking and he should be done later today
● YW and PR discuss the process to update the production system so AB (OIC) can proceed with

the users testing



Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 2nd of June 2022 to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.

WP 3 Meeting n°59, June the 16th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 59th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Tony Sarhaoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the SILKC project

11:20: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW shows the progress of the ML algorithm in terms of code, sent by Marco Mameli (MM) today.

There seems to be files missing and it cannot be tested. It is a bit worrying again, because the last
meeting with MM was on the 13/05 and the last e-mail exchange was on the 19/05 and from the
code changes, the development seems to have gone smoothly over a very short period of time.

● YW notes that the configuration file now contains a fixed listing of about 12000 skills references,
which seems like a weird place to put these considering they are also in the database.

● YW sends an e-mail to MM asking for apparently missing files in the code sent, and explains to TS



that if the files are sent soon, there should be a window of opportunity to develop the
corresponding code in the SILKC platform to have an (optional) ML model running during the
meeting in Poland in ~10 days.

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 24th of June 2022 to discuss progress further.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.

WP 3 Meeting n°60, June the 24th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 60th WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the SILKC project

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● YW: Despite an answer from Marco Mameli last Friday (to an e-mail sent the same day) with

corrections made on Friday and later on Wednesday, the algorithm (code provided by UniVPM’s
Marco Mameli) does not seem to work. Following the (refreshed) documentation generates an
error at the first command. Trying to fix it leads to another error.

● After several tries, the meeting is ended. No progress can be appreciated from last week. We will
discuss this at the meeting in Poland on Monday as a representative from UniVPM will be present.



Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
All partners will meet again in Poland next week.

TO DO
(non urgent) YW will try to progress in the automated testing environment.
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.

WP 3 Meeting n°61, July the 8th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project software progress was held through Google Meet.

Event: 61st WP3 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR), Tony Sahraoui (TS) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the SILKC project

11:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
11:45: Conclusions

Meeting details
● Testing of the ML algorithm. It doesn’t return results but this might be due to partial data on YW’s

computer.
● An option should be added to the application to enable or disable the ML algorithm from the

configuration file, so as to easily switch between the two algorithms (“smart procedural” algorithm
and ML algorithm)

● YW will test further and write to Marco Mameli about the results of the algorithm



Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.

Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 22nd of July.

TO DO
YW will progress on partners’ platform technical documentation.
PR and TS will search for a solution regarding the server and the Python version compatibility.

WP 7 Meeting n°1, July the 18th, 2022

hosted online, written by Yannick WARNIER.
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Introduction
This meeting about the SILKC project deliverables was held through Google Meet.

Event: 1st WP7 meeting

Date: See title

Venue: Google Meet

__________________________________________________________________________

Attendances

Were present, the representatives of the following partners.

Attendee Company/Institution

Philippe Raymond (PR) - Haikara

Yannick WARNIER (YW) - BeezNest Belgium

Agenda
This meeting is focused on progress of the SILKC project

10:00: Welcome and meeting objectives
12:25: Conclusions

Meeting details
● We review all deliverables and their current state, and pass through the documents that have

recently been written or reviewed. A new round of deliveries of documents will happen next week
so that other partners can fully prepare

Screenshots
No new screenshot (no application progress) this time.



Next meeting
Haikara and BeezNest will meet again tentatively on the 22nd of July for a WP3 meeting.


